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Educative Books
for Children

Age

2-12

The Ryota Kawashima Laboratory project
Professors R. Nouchi, R. Kawashima

Tensai! Workbook 2+.

32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-336-7
Professors R. Nouchi, R. Kawashima

Tensai! Workbook 3+.

32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-335-0

The workbook series Tensai is based on the methodology developed by the outstanding Japanese
neuroscientist and neuropsychologist professor Ryota Kawashima at Tohoku University. It turns out that
our brain can be trained not only in adulthood in order to sustain active memory, develop its potential and
prevent the onset of dementia. It is proved that regular studies with children from age 2 to 12 during the
intense development of our brain, which is our most important organ, can lead to astonishing results. Tensai,
which translates from Japanese as gifted, smart and genius, is a methodology that aims at integrated
development of thinking, logic, memory, attention and observational skills. Simple games and fun tasks will
stimulate both the right and left cerebral hemispheres, increase intellect and mental capabilities of your
child.

Professors R. Nouchi, R. Kawashima

Tensai! Workbook 5+.

32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-337-4
Professors R. Nouchi, R. Kawashima

Tensai! Workbook 7+.

32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-332-9
Professors R. Nouchi, R. Kawashima

Tensai! Workbook 9+.

32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-334-3
Professors R. Nouchi, R. Kawashima

Tensai! Workbook 11+.

32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-333-6
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Children Books

Kristina Kretova
K.Kretova, A.Dateshidze

K. Kretova, A. Dateshidze, D. Kovpak

64 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0573-1

64 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0956-2

From the wonderfully illustrated and
realistic book about a magic mermaid
Lina, written by modern children’s writer
Kristina Kretova, your child will know:

All children are afraid of something.
More-over — adults are also sometimes afraid! But the fear is necessary
to prevent us from doing risky things.
Even animals have a fear that warns
them about danger. From this amazing
title you will know a story of a brave
boy Pete, who have been afraid of everything: boogie-man, policeman, doctors, and especially darkness, because
he thought that all these scary things
can be hidden in the dark. Read this
fascinating book with incredible images
to your child and he will understand
that there is no reason to afraid of everything. He will love this title! Enjoy it!

Lina-Marlina. Fairy tale about
an unusual girl, music and
freedom to be yourself

•• Hot to reach all the goals if you work
hard and don’t scary difficulties;

K. Kretova,
N. Roman’kova

Asta-Hurricane.
A journey through
Russia
64 рages *
ISBN:978-5-00116-231-5

•• How to be happy;

K. Kretova, N. Roman’kova

Asta-Hurricane.
Geographical adventures
48 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0616-5
In the beautiful northern city SaintPetersburg, live a little girl with the
unusual name — Asta. However, it’s
not the only strangenesses associated with Asta. This little girl is able
to travel not only with mom and dad
by plane or car, but together with
the wind too! Sometimes, with little
wind, sea breezes or snowstorm,
Asta disappears and then appears
in another part of the Earth, where
any boy or girl need help. During
her adventures, Asta met a lot
of interesting and unique things.
From this book, you will know:
What is the usual breakfast of the
Indian boys? How people live in the
different parts of our planet? How
many oceans on Earth and how
they called? What to do if you lost
and don’t know where to go? Read
this book and feel like a member of
the Asta’s incredible adventures!

K.Kretova, N. Roman’kova

Adventures of Nedo The Mouse in
Kaliningrad, or The Quest of the
Mouse King. Useful Fairy Tales
32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-482-1
Nedo The Mouse lives in a library, loves
reading and travelling. Once he gets a chance
to visit the amazing city of Kaliningrad.
It is there that our tiny hero and a girl
named Arina will take part in fabulous and
entertaining adventures! They are to collect amber stones, to get at the top of the
Epha Dune, to search for forty cats and to
dance with the trees on the Curonian Spit.

•• How to get to the ancient lighthouse?
•• Is marzipan edible?
•• Who are the Homlins, who

fulfill their desires?
And most importantly, will it be possible to save the mermaid decorating the spire of the Cathedral?
Hurry up and help your friends to solve
the riddles of the Mouse King and break
his spell! The book for children of preschool and primary school age

K. Kretova

One for each other.
Book about
friendship of animals
and people

•• How to find harmony with the world.
This fascinating Fairy Tale will impress every child. Also, you will find
a lot of useful notes by the famous
St. Petersburg psychologist and mother.
Undoubtedly, this book will help parents
better understand their children!

A tale about Brave Pete,
a boogie-man and magiс
tryn-grass

64 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1297-5
The main characters of this
book are animals and people
from each place of our globe.
They help each other in the
most unexpected situations.
The book contains absolutely
incredible, fascinating images,
created by watercolor artists.
Touching, emotional stories
full of real facts about animals
and exactly like the adults and
children. Enjoy this book!!!

M. Zdanova, V. Poshivay

The History of Toys
56 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-356-5
The History of Toys is a real teleport to the Russian past —
it take you to the childhood of your parents, grandparents, great
grandparents and even great great grandparents’ ! The book will
tell you a story of more than 60 toys. With it you will learn which
toys were popular among kids from the 19th century, the times
of the February Revolution of 1917, World War II and modern era,
how these toys were created and what materials were used to
make them. Each toy — be it a tin soldier, a doll, a Christmas
tree decoration, a teddy bear or a rocking horse, keeps kind
and happy memories of its owners.
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Collection of illustrated books
for all ages

series

Amazing
illustrated
books about
SPACE!!!

Space… One of the most interesting,
attractive and unknown place in our world.
Who was the first man in the space? How
many days famous dogs-astronauts “Belka”
and “Streka’ spent in space before safely
returning to Earth. Read these fascinating
titles together with your children and you
will know all the secrets of the Soviet space
program! Enjoy it!
This is a brand new joint project with the
Museum of Cosmonautics. Based on real
events!!!
V. Klimentov

D. Chudnaia

56 рages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-002-1

56 рages * ISBN 978-5-00116-169-1

This is a book about one of the main event of the 20th
century — about the famous first human flight into the
outer space. Yuri Gagarin, hero of the Soviet Union, became
the first human to orbit the Earth on April 12, 1961. It was
a unique moment in the history of our world. The flight
was celebrated as a great triumph of the Soviet science
and technology. From this title, you will know all the
problems of the flight preparation, how many difficulties had to be overcome and how heroically it ended.

Mankind has always dreamed to conquer outer space.
But the first way to the depths of the universe for
humans has been passed by the animals. The most
faithful assistants of scientists and creators of space
technology became dogs. From this fascinating book,
readers will learn about preparing of the dogs-astronauts
to their first flight to the space and their destinies. The
book is illustrated by fantastic and colorful images.

Yuri Gagarin and the amazing story of his
first journey into outer space

Animals-astronauts.
The first conquerors of space

Rights sold to Vietnam, China
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Collection of illustrated books
for all ages

Have you ever wondered how many types of footwear exist? What kind of shoes you can find in different countries?
What kind of shoes you should wear for the visit to the theatre, and what shoes wear for the camping trip? What
material for the shoes is the most durable?
And what about tea? Do you know the list of the most tea loving nations of the world? And how to brew tea
properly? Where tea is grown? Read this book together with your child and you will learn many interesting facts
about tea and shoes. But it isn’t an ordinary boring encyclopedia. The books consist of a huge number of colorful
and amazing illustrations. These books will totally interest your child! They are not only
for children, but also for adults. Are you sure that you know everything about shoes
and tea? Read this book and check your knowledge. Afterwards, drink a cup of tea,
put on a pair of favorite shoes and start creating! There’s the whole world at your feet!

Brand
M. Romanova

Immortal Vampire Book
144 рages * ISBN 978-5-00116-319-0

NEW

series

This is a marvelous and unique title about vampires. Do
you know that vampires have their own secret world?
From this incredible book you and your child will know
all mysteries which vampires keep in secret from you:

•• How to recognize a vampire in a crowd?
•• How a vampire’s body differs from a human’s body?
•• Can anyone become a vampire?
•• How vampires sleep, eat, study and have fun?
•• Who are the hunters on vampires?
Welcome to this mysterious and secret world of vampires! And don’t be afraid, today no one will bite you!

The Great Book of the Unicorns
80 рages * ISBN 978-5-6040139-4-6
Rights sold to China
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Collection of illustrated books
for all ages

E. Usacheva

About…..shoes. Illustrated
encyclopedia for children
and adults
80 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1163-3
K. Pozdnyaeva

About.....tea. Illustrated
encyclopedia for children
and adults

This is an amazing funny series of illustrated books about animals of our
planet. Each title describes the secret life of different animals: bears, cats,
owls, foxes…. Do you want to meet with all of them? Read this book together
with your children and you will know how owls communicate with each other,
why polar beer doesn’t’ freeze, and how quick cats can drink their milk. These
books, written with humour will totally fascinate your children. Enjoy it!!!!

80 рages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-317-6
А. Rapoport

About.....phones. Illustrated
encyclopedia for children
and adults
104 рages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-309-1

E. Kuprikova

We are bears

More than

48 рages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-229-2

1000

photos of real
objects, including
photos from private
collections

V. Syutkin

I’m a mosquito
32 рages * ISBN 978-5-6040139-2-2
Rights sold to China

N. Preobrazhenskaia

N. Preobrazhenskaia

I. Lukianova

48 рages *
ISBN 978-5-00116-139-4

48 рages *
ISBN 978-5-00116-140-0

32 рages * ISBN 978-5-6040139-1-5

We are cats

We are owls

I’m a koala
Rights sold to China
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Educative Books
for Children

Age

2+

M. Druzhinina, A. German

Corgi Is Looking For a Friend!
Useful Fairy Tales

Z. Grigorieva, M.Volkova

32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-381-7
Little Cookie is a charming corgi, and more
than anything else in the world she wants
to find friends in a new neighborhood.
However, it’s not as easy as it seems. Some
dogs don’t want to play with her, some
just don’t want to be friends with a dog
with such a tiny tail. But Cookie is kind and
brave, with a very big heart. This story
will teach small children how to get used
to unfamiliar places and find new friends
as well as help them learn different dog
breeds. At the end of the book you will find
useful tips written by a child psychologist.
They will help a child to adapt to a new
environment. For reading by adult children.

E. Zavalishina, M. Druzhinina

Looking for Sleep! Bedtime Story
32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-300-8
Little Fox and his dad go on the most complicated searching
trip in the world. They are looking for sleep! They have to learn
a lot of tricks and secrets before sleep finds its way to their
home all by itself. Chu-chu-chu... It seems that the dream
is around the corner and coming! This story will tell small
children how to behave so as not to scare away dreams.
At the end of this title, you will find useful tips from
the authors The book is recommended for children of
kindergarten age, parents, teachers. Useful fairy tale will help
you to raise your child without screaming and punishment!

O. Khukhlaeva

In a sleepy, sleepy forest...
Fairy tales for falling asleep
48 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-358-9
This is not an ordinary collection of useful
tales from Russian psychologist and fairy
tale therapist Olga Khukhlaeva. With this
book, the process of falling asleep will
turn into a magical adventure. Before
falling asleep your child can go to one of
the 11 fairytale countries inhabited by
animals. These little heroes will smoothly
and discreetly bring him to a healthy deep
sleep. In the foreword to the book, the
author will share with parents the secrets
of her own tips for long and healthy sleep.

White Bear meet his
friends: New Year’s
Miracle. Useful Tales
32 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-526-2
Far away, in the North Pole, among the sparkling snow and ice floes, lives
a polar bear. And he has a dream. More than anything else in the world
he wants to find friends. One day on the New Year’s Eve, t he polar bear
decided to go to the far hill and to bling a snowman. But suddenly a snow
storm began! Read this fascinating book together with your children and
you will know what kind of traps he overcomed, who he meet during his
adventure and what kind of New Year’s miracle happened with him.
In addition, in this kind and magical title you will find not only a New Year’s
fairy tale, but also useful facts about amazing northern animals — polar
bear, fox, polar owl. Enjoy it!
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Educative Books
for Children

Age

4+

V. Smirnova

V. Smirnova

V. Smirnova

V. Smirnova

I Fight.
Useful Fairy Tales

I am Jealous. Useful
Fairy Tales

30 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-378-7

30 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-465-4

V. Smirnova

V. Smirnova

P. Linitskiy, E.Varzhuntovich

30 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-393-0

40 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-363-3

I Argue. Useful Fairy Tales

I’m Shy. Useful Fairy Tales

I am offended. Useful Tales

32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-367-1

24 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-345-9

30 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-461-6

I Give Up.
Useful Fairy Tales

Kids argue with us from time to time.
There are so many interesting things
around, and they feel so reluctant to
get distracted from playing and go
to bed, brush their teeth or eat soup
in the kindergarten. It may happen that parents do not know that
resistance is a normal phenomenon
which helps children show their Ego,
on the one hand, and protects them
from excessive obedience, on the
other. This is how their own opinion is
formed, as well as their ability to stand
up for themselves. It is necessary to
give children adequate responsibility
and show that their opinion matters.
Moreover, It is important to understand that for a child strongly attached
to their parents and sometimes they
have different opinion with you.

Children (and adults alike!) get shy,
for instance, when a stranger starts
talking to them. Parents experience
embarrassment at such moments,
if their child does not respond
or agrees to make a contact.
It is important to understand that
shyness is a natural mechanism,
protecting your child from various
troubles. It has been designed by
nature itself! Only imagine how easy
it would be to win your child’s enthusiasm and lure them away, if they
trusted strangers without any doubt!
The book explains to children why
it is absolutely normal to feel shy,
and their loved ones can learn how
to help relevantly and stay close.

The main character of this book—
a liitle girl Masha. She is 4 years old
and she likes to draw very much.
But sometimes she can’t draw different animals, for example panda,
and her friend Petya laughs at her.
It is offensive, and Masha feels
that she is about to cry. Moreover
Masha can also be hurt when her
father does not let her remember
the poem herself or when she can’t
hang the New Year’s Eve balloon
on the tree. But don’t be afraid.
The story in the book will show
that it is absolutely normal to be
offended and upset. It is important
to have a caring adult near you,
with whom it is not so offensive to
be offended. The book is intended
for reading by adult children.

Petya, a young boy, loves trains,
kits and cartoons about robots.
He loves to play soccer with
friends and swim in the pool
and to have all the activities
which young boys love. But
sometimes Petya gives up
early. For example, when he
can’t draw a picture or to read
a complex word. By reading his
story, children will recognize
themselves, and will understand
that it is normal to be upset
and doubtful. The support of
a loving adult will help to find
a way out from any difficult
situation. The book is intended
for reading by adult children.

Sofie Fears No Monsters.
Useful Fairy Tales
Seven-year-old Sofie can’t
sleep because of the monster
roaming the night. When
Sofie moves to a new house with her Mom, she finds a key from an
antique chest with a diary of a monster hunter. It tells about ways of
chasing away different types of monsters. For example, an enormous
Cupboarder can’t stand lemonade, Underbeds McSnatcher is afraid of
apples, Creepy Umbra lurking in dark corners fears salt and Scratchy that
claws at windows is scared of sugar. However, in order to truly defeat
them Sofie needs to learn the main secret that monsters hide!

Age

4+
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Educative Books
for Children

A team of authors from the Liga Robotov
illustrated by V. Rogozhnikova

How Does a Robot Work? Explore Mechanisms!
48 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1093-3
Have you ever wondered why real robots can walk, talk, follow your commands and even
fly to the Moon and Mars? All these things happens due to robotics! If you want to create a super robot or a supercar, this book is for you! Robots are not as complicated as they
may seem. All of them are composed of simple mechanisms which are present in every
device, such as tractors, sawing machines, bicycles and scales. From this book, written
by the engineers of the “Liga Robotov” you will know about the basics of mechanics:

•• what is angular, reduction, increase and worm gear;
•• how a jet engine is arranged;
•• what robotic scout bees, smart dust and many other things are for!
The world has never been so mechanized! Read this book
and reveal of the secrets about robots! After reading this
book robots will seem as simple as a watch to you!

E. Rusinova, O. Goncharov

ECOagents Alex and Cats Save the Planet!
32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-361-9
Do you want to become a secret agent and save our planet? One day a boy Alex met a cat named Alf,
a member of the secret ECOcats society. Now they deal with ecological problems and go on secret
missions together! You will learn about all the tricks that ECOagents use and learn their secret rules.
You will learn how to sort garbage, why it is a good idea to give away your old toys and
clothes, how to make a tote bag out of a t-shirt, why you should always turn off a tap while
brushing your teeth, and why balloons and plastic are bad for the environment.

Become a super agent together with ECOteam!

6+

R. Savina, R. Poshivay

Stop, Virus! Funny science
32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-512-5

Age

6+

More and more viruses are appearing every
year in our world. But this book will become
your immunity! The authors of this title will tell
you how to fight against viruses and protect
yourself and your family. This book will dispel
your fears about evil viruses and will answer
on the most topical question about viruses:

Age

•• What is a virus?
•• How do we get infected by viruses?
•• What are the symptoms we feel when we get infected?
•• How to wash your hands properly?
•• Is there any vaccine?
Join our antivirus patrol and defeat all viruses together!
A book for children of high preschool and primary
school age.
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Educative Books
for Children

This is the new trend in children development methodologies! The main goal of mental arithmetics is to
teach a child to effectively use both their brain hemispheres. These books comprise a full course based
on a unique methodology that will teach your child to make complex calculations with three-figure
numbers mentally, to become better at concentrating their attention, develop their thinking, memory and
creativity. The aim of the methodology is to train one’s perception speed and information processing,
as well as to develop both brain hemispheres at once via mental calculation visualisation on a 13-rod
abacus.

Chess is not only a popular game but also an amazing exercise for developing
intellect and enhancing one’s memory. The books are written by the international
grossmeister, champion of Russia and Europe among women, author of chess
books for kids, trainer and organiser of chess tournaments Maria Fominikh.
Play chess and be victorious!
M. Fominikh

Illustrated Fairy Tales About Chess
Tactics and Strategy With Stickers for
Kids. Bring your army to victory
64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-302-2
M. Fominikh

Age

8+

Age
D. Vendland

Mental Arithmetics. Learning
Maths With Abacus. Addition and
Subtraction From 1 to 100
256 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-235-3

6+

D. Vendland

Mental Arithmetics 2.
Learning Maths With Abacus.
Addition and Subtraction
From 1 to 1000
240 pages * ISBN 978-5-00116-330-5

D. Vendland

Mental Arithmetics 3.
Learning Maths With
Abacus. Timed Tasks and
Multiplication
256 pages * ISBN 978-5-00116-489-0

Chess for Kids. Educational Fairy Tale
With Illustrations
64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02150-0

Age

5+
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Educative Books
for Children

Educational
FAIRY TALES

E. Subbotina

Useful fairy tales for kids.
Tips for parents
32 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-154-7

I. Terentyeva, S. Timofeyeva,
A. Shevchenko

I. Terentyeva, S. Timofeyeva
A. Shevchenko

I. Terentyeva, S. Timofeyeva,
A. Shevchenko

I. Terentyeva, S. Timofeyeva
A. Shevchenko

I. Terentyeva, S. Timofeyeva
A. Shevchenko

I. Terentyeva, S. Timofeyeva
A. Shevchenko, Y. Kosolapov

64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02488-4

64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01645-2

64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02269-9

64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01997-2

64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01853-1

64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0725-4

This is not an ordinary book but a real
detective for kids! Here you will find not
only a wonderful story, but also funny
cognitive tasks that will help your child
develop observation and attention, and
even — to become more independent,
well-mannered and brave. The main
character, a cat Academic, can not live
without adventure. This time he will go
to the New Year’s journey through various continents of the planet to come
to rescue Father Frost and stop the evil
king of Zaytsurii country. Your child
will get acquainted with the geographical features and fauna of different
continents, the Christmas traditions of
many countries and peoples. Finally,
in the appendix you will find a special
magic envelope in which you can send
a letter to Father Frost. The book is
written for children aged 0 to 10 years.

This book is a beautiful collection of
useful fairy tales for children. Why
these stories so special? They help
parents to stop reading notations,
and to show how to solve problems
with the help of fairy tales. Why you
should repeat up to ten times a day
the same phrases, such as “clean
your room!”, if you can read good and
interesting story, and your child will
begin to clean up the toys himself.

This book — is a collection of beautiful
and useful fairy tales for kids. Why
useful? Read this book together
with your child and it will help him to
become independent! He will learn
how to dress quickly, and will reciveve
lessons of etiquette at the table. Fairy
tales will explain why it’s so important
to clean your room and to keep it
clean. Your children will learn how
to be a responsible person, take care
of relatives, friend and pets. He will
spend a beautiful time in company
of Wizard Mogusam from wonderful
country Samlandia. This book will
totally interest your child. Finally, in
addition to the fascinating story, you
will find here different entertaining
training tasks: to find hidden items,
differences, to colour pictures, go
through the maze. The book is written
for children aged 0 to 10 years.

This book is really amazing. While reading
this book to your child, you will discover
priceless treasures: stories so easily and
discreetly woven into the rules of etiquette
and behavior in the community!

This book — is a collection of useful
fairy tales for kids. Why useful?

This book is a collection of useful
tales for children, which will help
parents to teach their kids to cope
with different feelings and emotions,
develop emotional intelligence, and
to become more independent, and
brave. Read this amazing fairy tale
with your children and you will know
why different emotions arise and
why we need them. Your children will
also learn how to cope with anger,
fear and why it’s so important to
be well-mannered and attentive to
people. This book will totally interest
your child, because besides amazing
scenes and colorful illustrations, it
consists of entertaining teaching
tasks for the development of logic,
attention, memory, imagination:
you have to find hidden objects, find
the differences, paint pictures and
pass a labyrinth. The book is written
for children aged 0 to 10 years.

Cat Academic and his
Christmas Journey
I. Terentyeva, S. Timofeyeva,
A. Shevchenko

Fairy tales from
Father Frost and Snow Lady
64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02407-5
With this magical book of Christmas
fairy tales your child will learn how to
write letters, to decorate the house,
to choose holiday gifts, and how to
become more independent, wellmannered and brave. And that’s not
all! In the company of Father Frost and
Snow Lady you will take part in exciting
adventures and in interesting exercises:
you will try to find hidden objects and
go through the maze. The authors
— professional teachers and a psychologist, creators of many developing
programs for kids. The book is written
for children aged 0 to 10 years, it is perfect for the first independent reading.

Fairy tales from
King Celandine

Children will find here a lot of
interesting and learning tasks. This is
not just a simple book, but also educational game. In the book “Fairy tales
from King Celandine” collected stories
that will help explain to children the
importance of personal hygiene and
why it’s so important to keep the
house clean. For children from 0 years.

Fairy tales from
Wizard Mogusam

Cat Academic in
the country of Etiquette

The main character of the book, a cat
Academic, always ready to help! And now
he goes to the country of etiquette, to
defeat the wicked witch “Nevezdia”. Little
readers will feel like a real detective, while
helping Academic and hunting on the spies
of Nevezdia. And you will help your child
to learn and follow the simple, but such
necessary rules of etiquette. How?
When a child behaves badly, ask
whether he is not bewitched by evil
wicked Nevezdia? You’ll see what
happens. With this book, your children
will clearly understand and remember
the rules of etiquette and behavior.

Fairy tales from Faery
of Friendly Kingdom

They will help you to become a friend
of your children, and you will see how
the problem with the behavior of your
children disappears! Your child is
unfriendly? Read with him this good and
instructive story, and he will understand
how important to have friends in his life.
Fairy tales will teach your child to prize
the friendship and to maintain good
relations. This book will totally interest
your child. Finally, in addition to the
fascinating story, you will find there an
entertaining training tasks: drawing,
exercises on attention. And the tales will
help you to create hand-made articles —
for this you will need scissors and glue.
The authors of the book — professional
teachers and a psychologist, creators of
many developing programs for kids.

Fairy tales of the Queen of
Conjurences

From this fascinating title
you will know a lot of useful
tips which wiill make communication with your child
more easy and funny! You
will find answers to the
most popular questions:

•• How to teach your child

to brush his teeth without
tears and punishment?

•• How to explain to your child

that cleaning of his room
is also very important?
Funny tales about the little bear Syomushka, the
bunny Kosenka and other cute
animals will help your children
easily and quickly develop their
skills. At the end of each useful
tips, you will find questions,
prepared by a pedagogical
psychologist for discussion with
the child, as well as recommendations for parents. Useful
tales will help child grow up
and to become independent
and confident person!
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Welcome to a new incredible
adventure through the Magic
Country! Enjoy these books!

for Children

In this amazing books, your child will find all the answers to all his «why» about
everything! How many questions child can ask for one minute? Do you know the
answers to each of them? But now you are lucky! You now have a guide to all children’s
«why»! You don’t need to break your brains over tricky questions — you will become the
most knowledgeable and wise parent in the world! Beautiful and funny illustrations will
fascinate your child! Learn, play, develop the thinking, fine motor skills and memory of
your child.

N. Ogloblya

Why ships don’t sink?
100 interesting facts
about transport
64 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02097-8
Rights sold to China, Vietnam

T. Yatsenko

M. Romodina

64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-00390-2

64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-00240-0

Why do we sneeze? Why the grass
is green? Why the moon doesn’t fall
to the ground? Why a lion is the king
of animals? Why we shiver from the
cold? Why weather changes? This
book will give answers to dozens of
“why” and will make your child a real
explorer. Enjoy it!

Do you have a magic wand? Or magician’s
robe? Well, at least, do you have a white
robe? It really does not matter what do you
have and how you are dressed. Now you
will become a real magician and scientist. You will make fireproof paper, grow
a forest of crystal, put the egg into the
water. You will begin to manage the forces
of nature and magic. In additional, each
focus and experiments have a scientific
explanation. This is an amazing book
for the children and their parents.

Why grass is green and
another 100 children questions

Rights sold to China, Vietnam

More than

190,000
copies sold

Why city looks so,
100 interesting facts
64 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01992-7
In this fascinating book, your child
will find all the answers to all his
“why” about buildings and constructions, streets and squares of the
city. Why there are high chimneys
in the factories? Why we need table
bridges? Why skyscrapers don’t fall?
Why the main clock of London called
“Big-Ben“? This is an amazing book
for the children and their parents!

Why shoes don’t fly. 60 tricks
on physics and chemistry

Rights sold to Latvia, China, Vietnam

T. Pirozhenko

Rights sold to China, Vietnam

M. Romodina, V. Romodin
M. Romodina, V. Romodin

Why heart beats and
stomach rumbles?
64 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-00554-8
Rights sold to China, Vietnam

100 experiments, tricks and
amazing facts. Why wind
blows, heart pounds, and
shoes don’t fly
224 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01365-9
Rights sold to China, Vietnam

A. Galchuk, T. Iatsenko

Why is the whale is not
a fish? Interesting facts about
marine life

A. Fokin

King of Puzzles and riddles
of Ancient Magicians

A. Fokin

64 рages *
ISBN 978-5-906417-22-0
Why the biggest whale called blue?
Why is the sea devil doesn’t look
like a scary monster? Why nobody
have seen a giant squid? Why you
shouldn’t touch “sea flowers”?
You will find the answers to these
and all other “why” about marine
inhabitants in this interesting title!
Read it with your chilld and show him
the fantastic world of the marine life!

48 рages * ISBN 978-5-4461-0446-8

48 рages *
ISBN 978-5-4461-0447-5

This a fascinating book about Magic
country and adventures of King
of Puzzles and his friends. These
adventures are full of mysteries,
puzzles and magic secrets, and
they will help your child to develop
attention, imaginative thinking,
memory and logical abilities. Children will learn about the flags alphabet, will pass through the Solar
labyrinth together with the traveler
Shakentuy and will know the
constellations of the night sky. Take
part in the adventures with children
and help them to reveal the secret
inscriptions and to open the digital
locks. Moreover, do not forget to
summarize the scores collected for
each decision, and to present your
children special awards of the King
of Puzzles.

King of Puzzles in the City of
Ancient Scientists

Adventures in Wonderland continue!
This time King of Puzzles and his
friends will take part it mysterious
adventures in the city of Ancient
Scientists. They will face with
interesting exercises and only you,
and your children will be able to
help them! Feel like an experienced
traveler and help King of Puzzles
and his friends to avoid all obstacles! From this title, your children
will know about various minerals,
crystals, metals, laws of physics and
many other things. The heroes of this
fascinating title will not let you get
bored — they have a lot of extraordinary discoveries for you. Are you
ready for new adventures? Enjoy it!
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A great book about insects
and tiny creatures

for Children

48 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-906417-51-0

Cut out and make toys from the paper.
WITHOUT GLUE!

This is an amazing, fascinating, colorful
book for children from kindergarten and to
younger school age! This beautiful title will
get acquainted your child with the
world of insects and other tiny creatures.
Unique, colorful illustrations of insects,
are made with encyclopedic accuracy.
This book will give you answers to dozens
of “why” about insects:

•• Why spiders are not an insects and
why “insects” called “insects”?

•• Why crayfish throw their shell?
•• Is it true, that ears of grasshoppers are on their feet?

All the answers to these and many other
questions provided by highly qualified
biologists. In additional, tiny ladybirds and
butterflies are hidden in this book!
Find all of them together with your children!

K. Farkhutdinov

Smart transport. Cut out and
make toys from the paper.
Without glue! 12 threedimensional paper figures
48 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02397-9
With this wonderful title your child will
learn how to cut out paper with scissors
and how to make paper toys without
glue. In the book you could find detailed
manual, which will help your child to
make 12 three-dimensional paper
figures, such as helicopter, submarine
and jenny. A child will get acquainted
with the mechanism of all these
vehicles and will know, where the fire
extinguisher is situated in a fire truck,
how anchor chain secures and what
sections spaceship consist of. These
paper figures will help your children to
develop fine motor skills and motions.

K. Nesiutina

Wonders of The World. Cut
out and make toys from
the paper. Without glue! 14
three-dimensional paper
figures
48 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02132-6
There are a lot of different amazing
sights in the world. Most famous of
them are included in the list of the
Wonders of The World. This title will
help your children to make paper
figures of such famous constructions
as Egyptian piramid, the Moscow
Kremlin, the Big Ben in London,
the Great Wall of China, Eiffe Tower,
Ostankino Tower, Leaning Tower
of Pisa and many others. Cut out,
make, and play together with
your children and take part in the
fascinating journey around the
world, created by your own hands!

Gifts. Cut out and make toys
from the paper. Without glue!
15 three-dimensional paper
figures
32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-906417-90-9
This wonderful title will help your
child to create a beautiful threedimensional paper figures without
glue! Together, you will make a lot of
brilliant gifts and interesting toys for
every holidays! Your child will be able
to prepare a beautiful present to your
Birthday, New Year or Easter! Learn,
play, develop the thinking, fine motor
skills and memory of your child!

Funny winter games for
children
Do you want to have fun with your
child? Do you want to show him
different animals or to sing a song?
With these titles now it’s possible!
This series of books is a collection
of different fun games and exercises for kids! If you are going to
have a children’s party or you have
a free time — just play in these
cards with your children. And
these books will become an
indispensable and his favorite
entertainment very soon.
Moreover, they will help your
children to develop emotional
intelligence, imagination, sociability
and even develop artistic skills
of the child. Have fun!!

Do you want to arrange the
real scientific laboratory at
home? For this purpose it
isn’t obligatory to get at all
the expensive equipment and
other things, all material you
can find at your home. In
these books you will find
a lot of curious experiments
on physics, chemistry, biology
at home and in the street.
Each experiment contains
the step-by-step description,
scientific explanation and
a fun picture. And do not
forget to involve your
parents, when you will be
ready to make experiments
and fun tricks. You will
receive a lot
of fun!

E. Belko

E. Belko

E. Belko

E. Belko

64 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-01610-0

64 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-01343-7

64 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-01799-2

64 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-01739-8

Fun scientific things 30 fun scientific
at home
things at home

Fun scientific things with Fun scientific things with
plants and sunshine
water, air and chemicals

Rights sold to Bulgaria
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E. Vashkevich

Great book of educational games. From 0 to 3 years
224 рages * ISBN: 978-5-49807-231-9
The period of child’s life from birth to 3 years is very important for
his growing. Moreover, physical development is not the main thing.
At this time developing of the emotional sphere begins, and it lays
the foundation for the manifestation of all the talents and abilities.
This book describes the simple games that contribute to
the full growing of the child: games for physical and mental
development, which will introduce baby to the outside world and
will help to develop speech, imagination and fantasy. And even
if some talents don’t show up immediately, the skills that the
baby received due of such games, will be useful in adult life.

The book
OF FUTURE WRITER!
M. Shkurina

I am a writer.
The book of my stories
96 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01651-3
Do you like to fantasize and create
stories? Then take a pen and start
writing! Let the giants come to
life, enchanted princess wake up,
detectives will search for clues, and
the Indians will go on the warpath.
Tips from the author, helpful questions, exciting exercises become
your assistants, and funny pictures
will inspire you on the creation of
new stories. You will enjoy it!

I draw by fingers! Toys. Finish the pictures

I draw by fingers! Finish the pictures

32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02431-0

48 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01808-1

You can teach your children to draw by fingers in
paints even when the baby doesn’t know how to hold
paintbrush and pencils. Bright pictures will become his
favourite toys. It’s so exciting to finish these
pictures, just put fingers in your favourite
colors! Let’s begin to do it together!

Children’s love to draw, and they will love to finish
the pictures by fingers in paints! Funny little
animals, funny scenes, plants and men will come
to life and become even cuter. Your children will
like these bright pictures with beautiful animals,
houses and toys. It’s so exciting to finish this
pictures, just put fingers in your favourite colors!

I draw by fingers! Animals.
Finish the pictures
32 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02432-7
You can teach your children to draw by fingers
in paints even when the baby doesn’t know how
to hold paintbrush and pencils. Your children
will like these bright pictures with beautiful
animals, houses and toys. It’s so exciting to
finish these pictures, just put fingers in your
favourite colors! Let’s begin to do it together!

Engrossing Art. From classics to graffiti

Rights sold to Bulgaria

64 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01730-5
Art is boring, when you don’t understand it. But as soon as you start to
explore the world of art closer and closer, you will learn a beautiful area,
full of secrets, mysterious knowledge and even real adventures! This
book will reveal you the fascinating secrets of the famous and greatest
artist, their ideas, passions, aspirations and achievements. All the
illustrations are made by the aces of art! And who knows, maybe you
will also open a talent of the creator of future genius works of art! And
please believe, there is nothing more inspiring in our world than art!
Rights sold to China

TAKE A PEN AND
START WRITING!
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N. Bobrova

Montessory is at your home.
Speech training
96 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02050-3

M. Osorina

Secret world of children in
adult world. Sixth Edition
304 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01621-6
How child begin to interact with the
world? What things he is scary in the
house and in a strange places? Why
children make “caches” and “secrets”,
build “headquarters” and visit the
“terrible places”? You can find answers
to these and many other questions in
the sixth edition of this psychological
bestseller by Maria Osorina. She is an
expert on children’s subculture and
popular pedagogy. Original approach,
psychological competence of the
author will help to understand
the complexity of the tasks, solving
by the children, exploring the
world of adults and creating their
own world. This book is addressed to all those interact with
children: psychologists, teachers,
caregivers and, of course, parents.

Your child doesn’t want to speak but the
child of your neigbours pronounces the
whole sentences? Catching up on the
Montessory system, your child will begin
to use complete sentences
in a couple of months.
And all of this without
the help of a special
speech therapy! In the
book you will find special
useful exercises which will
help your child to build vocabulary
and grammatical structure
of speech formation.
Rights sold to Bulgaria

N. Bobrova

Montessory is at your home.
Mathematics
128 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02108-1
Your child remembers only the
numbers, but the child of your neigbours
adds two-digit numbers? Catching up on
the Montessory system, you will be able to
successfully teach your child mathematics
at home. Begin to engage with a child
from the age of 3. Within two months
your baby will add, subtract, and recalculate all that he will found on his way.
Rights sold to Bulgaria

N. Bobrova

Montessory is at your home.
Sensory education
N. Bobrova

Montessory is at your home.
Studying world
112 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02420-4
This book is devoted to the study
of the world around us. You will
learn how to work with children
on the following topics:

•• The vegetable world;
•• Animal world;
•• Human;
•• Time;
•• Geography.
In this book you will find special
exercises which will help child to learn
the names of flowers and trees, learn
how to collect herbarium, learn the
names of the countries and receive
a holistic view of the outside world.
Rights sold to Bulgaria

112 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01894-4
In this book you will meet with the area of exercise
Montessory — sensory materials. And for sure, the time
that you will spend with your child, while doing the most
beautiful Montessory materials, will be something special.
Catching up with sensory materials, a child will develop
a sensitivity to the weight, color, shape, space, will understand
the concept of the number, size and many other things.
Rights sold to Bulgaria

N. Bobrova

Montessory is at your home.
Training
112 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01741-1
Mastering practical training by the
method of Maria Montessory, your child
will learn how to perform a variety actions:

•• To transfuse;
•• To shift;
•• To mound;
•• To sweep;
•• To wipe with a sponge.
These and many other skills will educate
your child how to become independent,
how to improve coordination, fine and gross
motor skills, as well as self-esteem and
self-confidence. In this book you will find
the rules and exercises of Montessory in
education, which you can realize at home.
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PARENTING.
What to do if ...

I. Mlodik, S. Sushinsky

N. Anikeyeva

96 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02095-4

128 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-01558-5

Main parenting things

Helpless teens

T. Slotina

Celebration of obedience!
How to bring up children,
and not to become
a monster
176 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-02413-6
Every parents sooner or later, will
face with the following problems:

•• What to do when you should go

E. Nikolayeva

V. Kagan

Parenting without manipulation

Autism. Book for parents

192 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02148-7

160 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-01486-1

•• Is it possible to manipulate

the child for his own good?

•• If so, how, when and in what cases?
•• How to achieve obedience and

independence at the same time?

•• Is it right to indulge children

and whether it is expedient
to scold them?
The answers to these and many other
•• Or this is the time to go for a walk,
questions as well as specific examand your son plays in the nursery
ples, cases of life advice and useful
and doesn’t want to hear you?
psychological techniques you can
And the discussion with the child
find in a new book of the famous
looks like a “battle for survival”.
child psychologist Elena Nikolayeva.
Tears, moods and nerves familiar
to any parent. In this book you will
find a successful, proven methods
and techniques which will help
parents to cope with children’s
whims and any other problems.
to the shop, and your daughter
is torn in the opposite direction?

Parenting without
screaming and
HYSTERICS

This book is structured as a lively
conversation about autism and
about how to help younger children
to overcome the difficulties. This
text is addressed to parents —
they are key assistants of their
children and could help them to
build bridge between children
and the world. How to live with
the child with autism and accept
related changes in your life? How
to feel and understand what is
happening with your child and
help him in this life? How to care
for a child and to be his efficient
assistant? How to struggle with
this long-term and difficult task?
What to expect? How to prepare
the child for independent life? You
will find all the answers on these
issues in this useful book. The book
is addressed primarily to parents of
autistic children of preschool age.

L. Surzhenko

Difficult situation. What to
do if ... The manual of survival
in the family, at school, in the
street
112 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-01840-1
Dear Parents! This book is about
our life, about safety. The main
thing in the world is the preservation of our life and health. And
we, as parents, should protect,
nurture and cherish our children.
As long as we have the energy.
And, perhaps, the wisest thing we
can do is to teach our child not
to getting into the story and how
to fight for the life and health.
With this book, you will be able to
help your children to stay strong
and overcome any troubles!

This book will show you how to cope
with the psychological growing and with
what problems teenager could face in
“adult” world. Knowledge always provide
support, which is needed for children
and parents in this difficult period. They
show how to overcome the teenage
protest, develop adult skills, how to
become responsible and active. In this
book you will find not only a psychological guidance on life in the teenager’s
world, but also an important information
about those laws or consequences your
child may face. Knowledge of their rights
gives a serious chance to avoid becoming a victim. Knowledge will protect
you and your child!

What is main in parenting? People try to
solve this issue for centuries. But every
person, becoming a parent, starts from
zero. This book is a collection of the
most important and valuable ideas from
leading educators and psychologists.
From this fascinating book you will learn
how Korczak teached children to be kind,
why Vygotsky knew how to help children
become clever, how Makarenko helped
them to become responsible. Parents will
learn how to understand their children,
how to solve difficult problems and how
to make contact with children enjoyable
and rewarding. You will find a lot of
interesting facts in this exciting book!

A. Imzh

Parenting is not only control.
A book of love for children and
parents
240 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1097-1
The famous psychologist Adriana Imzh will
reveal all the secrets in her new book. This is
not just an ordinary book about parenting
and control. From this title you will find answers
to all the questions about parenting and will
understand how to build a strong and trusting
relationship with your child.

D. Zitser

Education free

TRUST,
LOVE
and JOY

272 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-02304-7

How to communicate with the teenagers is one of the most difficult
quiestion in parenting. This book
will provide parents with dozens
of useful advise how to parenting
teegears, how to talk with them
about the problems and how to
become their best friend. This book
illustrated by the funny and witty
images for parents and teenagres.
Read with book with your children
and fill up your relationshop with
teenagers with trust, love and joy.

D. Zitser

Senselessness of parenting
of teenegares
144 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0629-5
This book is about the most difficult
part of the parenting, it is about how
to love teenagers. She suggested
however, reflect, and somewhere
to argue on the topic, as well as a
teenager to live and do his training.
Witty, subtle illustrations by Mikhail
Bodinovskiy for both parents and
adolescents themselves. Read it with
your children, and let your relationship with teenagers plagued trust,
love and joy.

M. Grigoryan, E. Zharkova

Understand me, mom. The main
problems of raising of kids
224 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0685-1
Nobody teaches us to be a parent. More than 80% of
conflicts and difficulties between parents and their
children arise exactly because of misunderstanding.
Before writing of this book, authors interviewed
thousand mothers and asked same question: what
are the main problems in communicating with
child? And from thousand responses they outlined 23 main problems about raising of kids. This
book is full of useful tips and recommendation!
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Y. Kataeva

Psychology

Love? No way, we have kids!
192 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-126-4

A. Berezovskaya

I am a Goddess, or how
to become truly happy
240 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0780-3

N.Presler

Talk to your children.
Simple scenarios for
complex conversations
with children
256 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-407-4
Why don’t Mom and Dad live
together? Why some of adults can
be dangerous? These are just a few
of huge list of questions that can
be very difficult for a little child.
Parents should discuss such topics
with their children, but it’s not so
easy, since sometimes parents
don’t know how to communicate
with children, how to explain complicated things and what words
are better to choose.... Author of
this book is ready to offer parents
simple scenarios for dialogue with
children on most important topics.
In this book you will find clear tips
on how to start a conversation,
what time is better to choose for it,
examples of dialogues and all the
information that will help you to
answer to children’s most difficult
questions in most easy way.

O. Torsunov, T. Polyakova

The power of femininity.
The path to love, health
and happiness
224 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1084-1
It’s a book about a woman’s happiness.
Some of us mistakenly believe that the
happiness of a woman consist of beautiful clothes, money or children. But it’s
not true. A woman is happy when she
has inner harmony, good relations with
her husband and children, and has an
interesting work. Sometimes, we have
a feeling that it is time to change something. Usually this idea appears in the most
unpleasant period of our life: for someone
it is a divorce, for someone — huge stress
from a lot of work, someone wants to help
her husband to stop drinking.
But the essence is the same, we all decide
to learn to live the right way. This book
describes in detail how woman should
set goals, how to calm her mind, and
how to do everything on time. You will
learn how to use female energy for work,
how to communicate with employees,
friends, and family. The authors of the
book deeply reveal these topics and all
the secrets of woman’s happiness.

In every woman lives Goddess.
Every woman can be Goddess
of love, Goddess of wisdom or
even Goddess-vampire. But
are they really happy? From
this book, written specially
for women, women will learn
how to manage their emotions, feelings, actions of man
around them. You will notice
amazing differences in your
character and way of life after
following of the advice from
this book. The main purpose
of this title is to teach a woman
of any age and any quality of
life to manage her energy.
Read the book and you will be
able to maintain emotional
stability, reach all the goals
and realize your secret desires!

A. Mokhova

You are not alone. Forget
about loneliness and find
happiness inside yourself
160 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-391-6
Do you ever feel lonely watching your
favourite TV series? Are you lonely
when you are doing your favourite
things alone or in the company of
your colleagues? How does a modern
woman really feel loneliness and
what is behind this feeling - our
personal characteristics, needs and
goals or social myths that marriage
is necessary component of female
success? What about motherhood?
Is it a must-have attribute of happiness? In this book, the psychologist
Anna Mokhova will help readers
to understand the most common
myths about female loneliness, will
explain how they affect our lives
and how to overcome their harmful
effects and to live in harmony with
yourself. This book will help you to
avoid the feeling of sad loneliness
and to leave a place for pleasant
and productive loneliness. Enjoy it!

In this book, the famous psychologist, Yana Kataeva decided to tell how
to save the family and get rid of the
quarrels between husband and wife.
You will know about woman and their
strength, about man and what usually
happens in the family after the appearance of a child. Do you think that the
birth of the child strengthens the marriage? Unfortunately much more often
the relationship deteriorates, grow with
mutual claims and grievances. Statistics show that half of all divorces occur
in the first three years of life of a child.
But you will find a lot of true stories
from the real people with the specific
problems. And, the author will explain
all these problems and will reveal working ways of solving such problems.
Understanding instead of teaching and
acceptance instead of criticism, this is
the main approach of the author. It’s a
brilliant handbook for mom — young
and experienced, future and potential.

E. Logunova, E.Doronkina

Happiness eats. Love sleeps.
Recipes of success for
women. How to combine
family and work
256 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0364-5
Our life doesn’t stand still. And for
a modern woman sometimes it’s
so complicated to combine work,
family, friends, hobbies and at the
same time to be in a good mood,
be successful, harmonious and
constantly improving yourself. To
put it briefly, a woman doesn’t have
enough time on her hands and for her
and loved ones. This book will help to
shape a personal style of interaction with man, to develop positive
thinking, sense of humor, and to stick
to active life position. The authors
claim that those simple qualities and
skills are the keys to happiness.

V. Khlebova

M. Kazantsev

PRO-LIVE. Feelings.
Relations. Love

Prosperity.
Five Elements of Happiness

224 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0579-3

288 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0354-6

You suffer from the feeling that life is
passing through you, and the most
important things in your life have not
been done yet? And it seems that life of
others is more interesting and brighter
than your life? Do you often feel guilty?
Do you want to understand yourself?
Learn to understand other people?
Learn how to communicate with
people, cope with difficult moments in
your life and do not blame yourself for
nothing? So, then, this title is for you!!
This book does not contain complex
and boring concepts. Everything is
written with a soul and with love.
Starting a new life without feelings of
anxiety and guilt is not an impossible
goal. This is something that could be
easily done after reading this book.

If you have already tried a lot of
ways to start living from ‘Monday’,
frustrated by the methods of famous
gurus and all the advice doesn’t
work, then, this book is for you! This
title will help you to change your
life step-by-step. The author shows
another vision on the everyday
routine, and offer you to make your
life brighter, and to filled it with joy
and meaning. Read this book, listen
to yourself and you will find your own
path to prosperity and success!

I. Shabshin

Super-relationship. In Love and in family.
How to establish and save them
192 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1384-2
Family is the most difficult type of relationship between people. Unfortunately, nobody explains us how to build, protect and
strengthen family relations. This book describes the most serious issues that ruin relationships, causes conflicts, misunderstanding and quarrels, and all the mistakes that we commit most often in our life. But the key advantage of this book that it’s
not just a simple book of mistakes, but the title which protect you from them. This title based on more than 10,000 hours of
consultations held by the author. You will get not only useful information, but also practice tips which will help you to analyze
communication with your partner
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alex novak

Novak’s books –

A REAL

KLONDIKE!

Achieve A NEW

Due to the incredible popularity, these books
is always out of stock in book stores :-)

A. Novak

The book, which doesn’t
exist. How to take squirrel
cage off and to aspire your
dream

A. Novak

Another book which doesn’t
exist . 20 most effective tools
of self-development
176 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02425-9

128 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01675-9

“Another book, which doesn’t exist”—
a direct follower of the debut work
“The book, which doesn’t exist” —
and the second part of the trilogy
this is not a work of art, the author of
stated. In it the reader gets a “toolbox”
which is fighting for recognition, apfor self-development — the 20 most
plause, awards, and other stuff. This
effective and proven many times in
book has another goal — to make
practice, personal growth techniques.
the world become less gray.
All written in step checklist forTo make people remember
mat — so, read and implement!
that they are talented, and
Novak’s new work —
must begin to create.
More than
a real Klondike for extraordiTo those who are in
nary people who want to realdespair, receive some
copies sold
ize their potential. The red line
support and see some
which runs through the work
hope. In any case, read
is the idea of “Heritage” — the
this book , because it is for
creation of a man’s mark in history.
those who are determined to work
The author emphasizes that every
to improve themselves and their
reader must create something great,
surrounding world. Enjoy it!
so that the reader is remembered
Rights sold to Latvia
with gratitude for many centuries.

160,000

A. Novak

The third book, which doesn’t
exist. 16 questions to yourself,
necessary for outstanding
results
176 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02425-9
“The third book, which doesn’t exist” —
is the final part of the Alex Novak
trilogy. The author helps readers to
prioritize goals and to estimate the
final work of the entire cycle. But
before you get an individual action
plan for the next 12 months, you will
have to give sincerely answers to 16
extremely meaningful questions. You
will need to clarify to yourself, what
appreciable result you would like to
achieve in a week/month/year, and
how you can work on the further result
right now, what skills and tools are
required foryour productive activities.
At the end of this test, you will recieve
specific reccomedtations for actions
and will be ready to go the extra mile!

A. Novak

Diary of personal growth.
365 and 1 page that will lift
you up to a new level
480 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0659-2
A clearly defined goal, distinct
vision of the result and a record
of the progress of its achievement
are the main ingredients of high
productivity success. Alex Novak’s
diary of personal growth is your
personal assistant in everyday
planning, reporting and analyzing.
You can easily carry it with you
without any problems — quickly set
new tasks and mark the implementation of current ones. You
must remember: successful people
always plan their day. Start doing
it today!

A. Novak

Floors

176 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1524-2
You can’t change the habits of all
the people around you, but you can
change your own life. We are very
good at spotting mistakes in others,
right? For example, a man believes
that money is evil. And maybe that’s
why it is the main reason why he
is always poor. And this bound is
visible to all around,but not to him.
All of us, likely, have invisible
principles that do not allow to reach
a new level of life. Right now you
have the opportunity to look at
them! And not to look by one eye,
but to meet face to face, passing successively one floor after
another. From this fascinating title
by Alex Novak you will know how
to change your habits and to move
to the higher level of your life.

LEVEL of your life!!!

E. Gord

G. Yan

368 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-142-4

192 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1626-3

13 fragments of personality.
The Book of Strong

The author of this book, popular
blogger Yegor Gord, courageously
and uncompromisingly motivates his
followers to challenge the templates,
leave the hated work and start doing
what you like. This book is a huge
collection of motivation. Read it and
get up, shake off and start acting!
Do unique exercises and join thousands of readers who have already
changed their lives. Break up your
personality into small pieces and
reborn as an absolutely new person.

Parking your life!
32 principles of bright life
All our life is one big road. Here you
can meet reliable friends, who will
help you in a difficult moment. You
can also race at crazy speed, compete
with other racers and to know who
is the bravest and fastest one. But
how not to get lost in this chaos and
not to spend years in “traffic jams”?
The author of this book collected
under one cover the principles of
a bright life, passing them through
a metaphor relating to the cars.
Fasten your seatbelts and go on a
journey through the pages of the
book.

M. Kolosova

You can do more! Change
your life and become a
winner!
208 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1518-1
This wonderful title is a real hymn
to changes! It’s a practical and
useful instruction describing
how they happen. From this
book you will know about the
essential role that changes play
in our lives, as well as about the
ability to manage it, how to face
difficult situations, and how
to use crises as an engine to
help us to move forward to our
self-realization and our dreams.

Rights sold to China

Read this book and change your life!
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Achieve A NEW

LEVEL of your life!!!

D. Kovpak, A. Kamenyukin

Safe communion,
or how to become
invulnerable!

192 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-459-00863-0

•• How to become invulnerable?
•• Is it possible to remain calm
in any conflict situation?

This book will teach you an effective techniques of safe communion. With these techniques you will
be able to confront any stress and
heavy pressure. Use the specific
advice of professionals to achieve
success, avoiding the hassle.
D. Kovpak, I. Kachay

Don’t panic! How to learn
to live calmly and
confidence

Calm. The system of
exercises for gaining
emotional balance

336 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1444-3 80 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1392-7
More and more people nowadays
suffer from fear and panic attacks.
Any unpleasant news can cause
stress. However, the many anxiety
disorders can be cured, because
they are not so serious how we
imagine them. Just take your
life and keep going! The authors
explain in easy way how to become
a confident and calm person and
don’t waste your time for worries. Forget about your fears!

V. Bogdanovich

D. Kovpak

This is not just an ordinary book. It
is a system of training of emotional
balance with effective tasks which
will help you achieve a harmony
with yourself and the world. Read
this book, calm down and start
living a new life! Useful exercises
from this book will help you to feel
harmony and to concentrate attention. Become confidence and your
life will sparkle with new colors.

Balance your life! How to
achieve balance of your body
and soul

You will be able to

confront any stress
and heavy pressure!

G. Starshenbaum

Difficult characters.
How to deal with them?

288 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1411-5

323 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-02553-9

We don’t know what will happen to
us tomorrow, what surprise will be
presented to us by our relatives, politicians and nature. We live in a world of
uncertainty. To live successfully in it
and to achieve skills of transforming
problems into tasks, we just need
a certain inner core. This core can
become our inner spiritual balance
and everyone has it. But not everyone
read the instructions for its practical
use. For this purpose, this book is
created. The problem of balance was
and remains relevant forever. There
are more and more situations, people
and everything else that breaks our
life balance. Read this book before
it’s too late to build a system of your
own mental balance. Read, learn,
practice and you will succeed!

All of us, sooner or later, come
across people who are difficult to
handle. This title will show us how
to deal with different situations
which arise during conflicting communication, prone to manipulation
and sometimes simply unbearable
people. You will know, what exactly
makes people difficult in interaction
and how to deal with them. You will
be able to create various strategies
to tackle emotionally tense situations and to understand, when
you should deal with a problem
and when just escape. This book
will give you an invaluable set of
techniques and methods to establish rapport with difficult people.

D. Kovpak

G. Maleichuk

S. Petrushin

208 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-01904-0

272 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0379-9

176 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1250-0

Uncontacted, inconvenient,
prickly — difficult people are
called differently. They are the
same people communication with
whom is impossible, unbearable,
distasteful and very tiring.

Do you ever feel that you
don’t know how to cope with
the problems around you?

This book, written by a psychologist with more than 30
years of experience answers to
all important questions about
the relationship with yourself:

Difficult people. How to
communicate with them?

By grouping them to the different
types, the author gives specific
recommendations for the skilful
and productive interaction with a
variety of “monsters”. New book of
Dmitry Kovpak does not lead to the
disappearance of difficult people
from our lives, but once and for all
solve the problem of the difficulties in communication with them.

Traps of your life.
There is a way!

The problems are getting bigger
and you don’t know what to do?
You were indignant at the behavior
of your loved ones, and at the same
time you couldn’t change anything.
You felt helpless and useless. Your
life fell into a trap, without any
chance to escape. Then, this book
is for you! This amazing title consists of dozens of useful advice, and
it will help you to find the solution
of your problems and to overcome
the traps of your life. Read this
book and start living free
and active life!!!

Relax! How to stop doubting
and start living bright life

•• How to stop doubting?
•• How to stop overestimate all
the problems around you?

•• Why it’s absolutely

normal to love your own?
The author says that loving yourself
is important and useful. Relationship with yourself is one of the
main cause of many psychological
problems. There are a lot of tips on
the internet on this topic, but very
often these tips don’t work. But in
this book you will find a lot of useful
advices and techies which help you
to live bright and harmonious life!
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Evgeny Spiritsa
is the head of the International
Academy of the research
of lie, business coach.
He is the founder of the
national school of tool-free
lie detection, which has
absorbed the business
experience and the best
traditions of the legendary
30th laboratory of KGB USSR,
the Federal Security Service
and the Interior Ministry.
Spiritsa has more than
20 years of experience
in verification of lies.
He created his own
technique of tough
negotiations. His titles
are really amazing and
useful!

E. Spiritsa

Psychology of lies and
deception. How to
unmask the liar
272 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-01885-2
We lie everytime, for different
reasons and in different situations. How many troubles and
problems we could avoid if we
had known the true situation and
we haven’t been misled. Here is
a practical guide for the lie detection. In this book you will find
not only advice but also tasks for
independent practice skills. When
you will perform at least part of
the proposed tasks and exercises,
you will learn how to distinguish
lies from truth. This book is based
on thousands of studies, real experiments and most importantly
— it is absolutely scientific. This
book is useful for anyone who
wants to be free! Just look into
the eyes of lies and understand
how easily is to tell the truth!

Practical guide

FOR LIE DETECTION

E. Spiritsa

I see you right through.
How to “read” people
192 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02469-3
From this book you will know how
to learn the secrets of the security
services of prediction of human
behavior? Or, maybe, you want
to know the whole truth about
a person without answers to the
list of psychological tests? Strive
to find the right candidate for the
position for a few minutes? What is
true and what is lies in the speech
of that man? Why are in those we
believe in, so easily betray us?
How to foresee it? In this book you will
find the unique author’s technique of
operative psycho-diagnostics which
will help you quickly and accurately
assess a person in less than 2 minutes
of communication — understand who
is in front of you, what is his behavioral
portrait and how he would react in the
different situations. This technique
can be used for accurately and quickly
adjusting to the interlocutor or an
opponent, and if necessary — even
confusing him. With this book you
will see people right through!

M. Pelekhatyi E. Spiritsa

Power NLP: techniques
and models of hidden
manipulation and protection
against them
192 pages * 978-5-4461-1696-6
Nothing affects a person more like a
word! It makes us laugh, turn mountains and reach our goals. Or it can
plunge us into deep sadness, make
us lose our strength, and sometimes
even ourselves. Power NLP is a set
of the toughest and most dangerous
methods to control people’s behavior
and now it’s available to everyone.
The most common methods of power
NLP are used by those from whom we
least expect it: our friends, relatives,
and just strangers. But they are not
aware of the remote consequences
of this type of communication. After
studying the techniques and models
of hidden manipulations, you will see
exactly how words affect you, and
from now, you will be able to defend
yourself! This book is recommended
to everyone who wants to learn how
to manage the behavior and motivation of people, as well as to protect
yourself and your loved ones from
the negative of people around you.

A. Azarnova

Duel with the manipulator.
How to protect yourself from
external influence
288 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01609-4
We can meet with manipulation
every day and everywhere around
us: colleagues, bosses, spouses,
friends, loved ones, partners —
everyone with whom we come in
contact are trying to manipulate.
Author of the book — Anna Azarnova
is a well known psychologist and
business coach has accumulated
a unique experience of observing
and evaluating the behavior of large
numbers of people to form a set of
specific detection methods, and the
most common type of confrontation
manipulation at work, in the family,
in business. The most effective
methods of protection described by
the stories from real-life, illustrated by
numerous metaphors and similes,
examples from pieces of art. Author’s
tips will help you maintain a sense
of self-esteem, mental and physical
health, self-confidence, and provide
support and development of
relations with all kinds of people.

V.Ruban

Relationship at work.
How to communicate
with difficult boss
192 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1671-3
We used to think that work in the
company is always an unconditional compromise, when in
exchange for salary, stability
and other benefits for ourselves
we are ready to tolerate all the
complaints and criticism from our
bosses. In this book, you will find
practices, tips and step-by-step
techniques that allow you to build
a successful relationship with
your boss, better understand
him, and therefore, to be heard
by your boss, Read this book,
build a profitable relationship
with your boss and receive all you
want promotion, money, honor!

League of Mentors. Episode
1. Anti-crisis solutions for
breakthrough in career,
relationship and in life
256 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1759-8
This is not the ordinary book of useful
advice. It’s a whole project, which contains
of dozens of useful advice, written by
professional coaches and covers all areas
of our life. All the mentors have their own
experience, methods and specialization.
Their trainings costs a lot of money - they
give personal and group classes and move
people to the next level of their life. But in
this book they decided to combine their
efforts and to concentrate on the one of
the main aspects of our life - swift actions
in ear of crises”. From this title you will
find how to deal with the crises, not to run
away from it and how to act effectively
under changes conditions. There are 15
chapters in this book and each of them will
help readers to solve a specific problem.
It’s not a book of global strategies - the
authors offer only useful tips, which you
can immediately implement in your life
and to see positive results. Just open this
book and take action! Change your life
and realize that crises can be overcome...

V. Bogdanovich

How to become
an interesting Interlocutor
224 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0337-9
Let’s imagine the following
situation: you invited to the
conference, where everybody
knows each other, and you don’t
know anybody. You are trying
to start a conversation, but you
don’t know what to say. Your
interlocutor invites you into
discussion, but you don’t have any
arguments. You want to make an
impression on your interlocutor,
but you painfully pick a topic for
a conversation. Familiar feeling?
If yes, then this title is for you!
The book of the famous psychologist Vitaly Bogdanovich will help
you to cope with such situations
easily and elegantly. You will
learn how to find appropriate
arguments and to defend your
own position, as well as show
you intellectual level and to tell
a variety of stories from your life.
Become an interesting interlocutor and make your life brighter!
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V. Sheinov

How to persuade when you
can’t be heard

Become AN ACE in negotiations!

320 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01910-1
All of us face the situation when
you have to persuade your opponent, but he doesn’t want to
hear your arguments. Usually it
happens when your opponent:

•• Perceives arguments as a notation
(typical for children and teens
during their communication
with parents and teachers);

•• Believes that the presented infor-

G. Gorbachev, A. Pozharskaya,
R. Khomenko

Negotiate, don’t just talk.
Guided Negotiation
Techniques
208 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-283-4
In this book you will find a lot of
useful and practice techniques,
tips, and strategies of negotiations, applied by Russian and
international experts. Each trick
is unique and describes specific
task. Each point underlines the
significance of such event as
negotiations. Each strategy
becomes part of our behavior:
day after after day we improve,
masterpiece our negotiation skills
and after that we achieve our
goals. From this title you will know
all the tools, rules, techniques,
and strategies that should help
you to succeed in all kinds of
negotiation. Read this book and
become an ace in negotiations!

M. Kiselev

The look of a lion. How to
develop systemic thinking
272 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1001-8
Every day we make decisions that affect
on our life. However, life is changing,
and the usual methods of getting information or pointing out the current situation in the world don’t work anymore.
But what to do in such situation? The
solution is simple — you should master
an indispensable skill of systemic
thinking, which will help you to analyze
processes and make right decisions. By
using systemic thinking, you will learn
how to manage yourself, do business,
lead teams, and guide teamwork to
achieve your organization’s goals. This
is the perfect book for managers and
owners of business, sales, marketing,
advertising and PR managers —
anyone who making decisions every
day. If you want to improve your own
efficiency and to make the only right
decision — you should read this book!

P.Panda

Copywriting: power of
persuasion
304 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1575-4
Petr Panda is the founder of the University
of Copywriting, he continues to write texts
himself and train students, practicing
checking and using everything he teaches
others. The book is witty, funny, easy, but
the main thing that it’s convincing and
useful. This title will help copywriters,
content managers, freelancers and website
owners to pump up the superpowers of
writing texts. Thousands of authors and
companies have already adopted method
of “Convincingly Positive Copywriting”
described in this tittle and implemented
it in their approach to the texts. On live
cases, you will learn how to create simple
but psychologically correct marketing
materials for all segments of the business.
Convincingly Positive Copywriting method
is a powerful type of copywriting, which
is based on marketing and psychology,
as well as a number of author’s finds
and chips. Implement it into your life
and make so much sales as you can!

R. Khomenko, A Pozharskaya

Verbal self-defence
249 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1128-2

Conflicts destroy our relationships —
personal and business. How to find
easily and elegantly solution of every
conflict, how to defend yourself
from the aggressive position of your
opponent? It is not an easy task for
the ordinary person. Fortunately,
by following the simple algorithm
of amortization of the conflict or
manipulation, developed by the
authors, you will be able to maintain
your reputation in any conflict situation and to find an effective solution
to the problem. In this book you will
find more than 40 working universal
techniques of rational, constructive,
painless exit from any sudden verbal
conflict. The book was created on the
basis of more than 300 trainings. It is
your universal algorithm of interaction with any speech attack. Use it
and you will cope all the conflicts!

Victor Sheinov
is a famous psychologist,
professor, doctor of sociology.
He is the author of more
than 300 scientific works,
15 monographs and 30 books.
Victor Sheinov is one of the most
selling authors in psychology.
He wrote a lot of works on
problems of sociology and
psychology of management,
conflict resolution, theoretical
and applied mathematics.
He developed the theory of
the permanent system of conflict
management in social groups
and organizations, and implements
its social technology. He provides
management consulting for
more than 200 companies
worldwide. The areas of his
scientific interest: psychological
influence, psychology of conflicts,
psychological states. All his books
have a dozens of useful information
for the readers and proven facts.

mation is not necessary to him
(typical for unmotivated students);

•• Forced to listen after complicated
and long day (typical for those
who are very tired after work
or in family communication);

•• Doesn’t respect you.
To overcome these problems,
the author offers a wide range of
various techniques — universal and
specific and shows examples of
using them in a variety of practical
situations — family, office, business,
in interpersonal communication
and in aggressive opposition.

V. Sheinov

Path of the winner.
From insecurity to success
272 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0356-0
Are you shy in the presence of
important people for you? Is is hard
for you to ask a question to strangers?
Do you afraid to ask your boss to
increase your salary? The well-known
psychologist Viktor Sheinov will share
his own experience of overcoming
uncertainty and self-image on the path
of the winner. In this book you will find
different ways how to become selfconfident and will find dozens different
techniques for achieving success.

V. Sheinov

Humour as a way of influence
240 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01271-3
Sense of humour is the best means of
persuasion. Using successful jokes or
telling funny stories you can win over
the most formidable opponent, and
get out of any difficult situation with
honor. People usually grateful to those
who сheer them up, more friendly and
ready to meet them halfway. And
besides, when you are laughing,
parts of the brain responsible for
creative solutions activating, and
people become widely looking
at the situation and quickly find
a successful solution of the problem.
This remarkable book will teach
you how to use humour as a means
of influence and protection. You
could find here a lot of useful things:
psychological techniques, clever
tips, jokes and funny stories. With
all this information you will be able
to successfully convince different
people, and also to protect yourself
from the most skilful manipulation.
Rights sold to China

V. Sheinov

The compelling compliment.
The failsafe techniques
of influence
240 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-01631-5
How to achieve amazing results
even in the short communication?
How to make your speech bright,
pleasant, unforgettable? How
to make a lasting impression on
any interlocutor? How to increase
his self-esteem? You will find the
answers to these and many other
questions in this remarkable book of
V. Sheinov. After reading, you will be
sure that a compliment is really one
of the most effective communication
techniques: both, in personal
and business communication.
This book includes numerous
examples and specific practical
recommendations, and will help
you to learn the subtle art of
creating compelling compliments,
the art of proper communication
and skilful influence on people.
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Acute publicism

D.Puchkov
D. Puchkov, E. Yakovlev

Nazism

224 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0863-3
May, 9 is one of the main holiday in our country. It is a holiday
that commemorates the surrender of the Nazis (or the German
army) in 1945. We celebrate the Victory day. Great Patriotic War
was the war of the destruction for the Russian people, for the
people that were part of the Soviet Union. We have never faced
such a threat before. And the authors of this book try to answer
to the main questions about this terrible war: Why Germany
wanted to destroy Russian statehood? Why it was so important
to undermine faith and hope of the Russian people? What place
was taken by Russian people in the Hitler’s racial theory?

Dmitry Puchkov
is a famous Russian writer,
journalist, translator, blogger.
He is an author of dozens of
translations of many foreign
movies and TV shows.
Dmitry Puchkov is the author
of a wide series of books about
the most important events
in the history of Russia.
He has more than 1 million
of subscribers on YouTube.

D. Puchkov, E. Yakovlev, M. Popov

Communism

224 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0904-3
The authors of this title describe the most important period of Soviet history — the formation of state socialism under the leadership of Lenin and
Stalin. You will find answers to the most topical questions: What role did
Lenin and Stalin play in the world communist movement? How the Russian
national revolution became international and why it attracted so many
followers? This book will help to understand one of the most controversial
political phenomena of the last century, its history, theory and ideology.

E .Prudnikova, D. Puchkov

The Great Agrarian Reform. From slavery to NEP
352 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1367-5

WWW.OPER.RU

Russia moved to XX century as a “backward” agrarian country, with
almost ruined agriculture sector. Most of the population of the Russian
Empire lived in villages, and a lot of the peasants suffer from lack of
food. Two attempts of making agrarian reform were made in 1861 and
1906 and both of them were totally failed. Soviet Russia was quickly
moving to a complete economic collapse. And when we faced real
bottom, the Bolsheviks did the impossible and made an incredible
and the great agrarian reform. From this title you will know the key
aspects of agrarian reform and will understand the price that our
country paid for escape from feudalism. The authors will help you
to understand that terrible, but at the same time the great time.

B. Yulin, D. Puchkov, S. Samchenko

The Russo-Japanese War of
1904–1905. Descendants of
the last corsairs
320 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0703-2

More than 100 years have
passed since the events of the
Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905,
but they still attract the attention
of professional historians and a
wide range of people interested
in the history of the Motherland
and its fleet. The names of the
Russian cruisers such as “Rurik”,
“Russia”, “Gromoboy” and others,
along with the “Varyag”, are worthy
of being worn on their sides by
modern Russian warships, recalling
the exploits and the glory of our
ancestors! From this book you will
know about the great battles of
these cruisers, and unique combat
schemes. Also, you will find a lot
of photographs of Russian and
Japanese cruisers in this book.

B. Yulin, D. Puchkov

Milestones of Russian History
320 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0692-9
This amazing book is dedicated to
turning points in the history of Russia.
If you want to understand the current
situation in our country, you have to
know the basic facts and events of
Russian history. Every time, when
Russia made a historic choice, and
moved on her own, not anyone similar
ways, showing the wonders of dedication and heroism, she eventually won.
But when Russia decide to copy and
to repeat the experience of another
country, which seems to be the easiest
one and seemingly lead to guaranteed positive result, most often she
lose her position on the World Map.
The authors of this book will explain
to readers by using real historical
examples, why it happened, and why
Russia need a national idea related
to the origins of Russian civilization.

E. Yakovlev, D. Puchkov

E. Yakovlev, D. Puchkov

Red Storm. The Russian
Revolution through the eyes
of Russian historians

War of destruction. What
The Third Reich prepared
for Russia

320 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0709-4

352 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0350-8

The Russian Revolution happened
more than 100 years ago, in 1917. This
revolution shocked the whole country
and dramatically changed the political structure in Russia. The Russian
Revolution had a great influence on
the history of Russia, and all those
events are still etched in our hearts and
memories. In this title, authors cover
a wide range of interesting information
and facts about the following topics:

“War of destruction” by such words Adolf
Hitler characterized the war against USSR.
An attempts to prove that Hitler was
preparing only the defeat of communism,
and wanted to provide people of Russia
with freedom and prosperity are absolutely
wily and scientifically unsound. Dozens of
documents of the Third Reich clearly shows
that the Nazis sought to conquer the Soviet
Union territories and to destroy the whole
country forever. They tried to exterminate
all Slavs, so that they will never be able to
resist the German military power. Analysts
of Nazis even advance calculated how
many Soviet citizens must die for the wellbeing of great Germany. To all who would
survive were envisaged the role of slaves
of German nation. The sinister plans of
German elites could become a reality but it’s
not happened due to the feat and selfless
heroism of the people of Soviet Union.

•• Red-White terror;
•• Russian Navy and Army
in 1914–1918;

•• Actions of the intelligence

services during the Civil War;

•• How Russian industrialists financed
different revolution groups.

These bools reveal ALL THE TRUTH about war and geopolitics

Rights sold to Germany
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GREAT DISCOVERIES,
IMPRESSIVE BATTLES,
BRIGHT FEATS!

publicism

B. Yulin, D. Puchkov

K. Zhukov, D. Puchkov

K. Zhukov, D. Puchkov

A. Dyukov, D.Puchkov

K. Nazarenko, D.Puchkov

256 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0781-0

288 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1413-9

224 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1387-3

480 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1258-6

Under Andreevsky and Red Flags: The Russian
Navy in the World War I, February and October Revolutions. 1914-1918

The ice campaign of the
Baltic Fleet. Shipwreck in the
sea of revolution

288 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1311-8

480 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1580-8

In this book the author, a professor of the department of Hi
story at St. Petersburg State University, covers in detail the
naval officers of the World War I, the February and October
Revolutions. Based on synchronous sources and documents
from that time, the author describes military conflicts in the
sea, as well as the life of sailors and officers. Your will know:

Not so much facts are known about
the case of the first rank captain
Alexei Mikhailovich Shchastny. It
has been in the classified archives
of the KGB for over 70 years and has
grown into numerous myths and
rumors. It was elevated to the top of
Russian political life, gained power
and was thrown away. He made
an undoubted feat by withdrawing
the Baltic Fleet from Helsinki and
Tallinn and saving for the Homeland
236 warships and auxiliary ships,
which later played a significant role
in the battles of the Great Patriotic
War. Alien among the Bolsheviks
and among the White Movement,
he failed in his attempts to become
the “leader” of the Baltic Fleet and
at the same time saved his life.

The Battle of Borodino:
Stand and Fight!

The Battle of Borodino is a turning
point in the Patriotic War of 1812
and moreover, its most massive and
bloody battle, one of the main battles
of the Russian history. Numerous
studies, books and pictures devoted
to this battle, but disputes about
this event is still topical. Which of the
armies had an advantage? What was
the initial plan of Napoleon? Whose
losses were more significant? And
the most important question —
who won this battle? A well-known
Russian historian, B. Yulin, a specialist
in the history of wars, answer to
these and other important questions
concerning the Battle of Borodino. In
this book you will find the texts of the
reports of Kutuzov and his generals,
as well as memories of the participants of the battle from both sides.

Ancient Russia. From Rurik
to Baty-khan
This book describes one of the most
discussed and controversial periods
in Russian history: Ancient Russia.
Klim Zhukov, military expert and
historical reconstructor, highlights the
most important events in the formation of the Ancient Russia, from the
founding of Kievan Rus to the Mongol
invasion: the conquest of Russian
lands, enmity between princes and
feudals and also descriptions of
battles and “acute” political intrigue.
Who actually “invited” Rurik and for
what? Is it true that the name of the
tribe “Russ” came from the Iranian
language? Who made Kiev the head
of Russian cities? Who would benefit
from increasing of the Mongolian
army? This book is full of interesting
historical facts and secrets.

Medieval Russia: from
Varangians to Christianity
In his new book, Klim Zhukov, tries to
explain one of the most interesting
issues of Russian history - origin of
the Slavs. Based on linguistic, archaeological and written documents
and sources, the author describes
the early development of the Slavs.
He reconstructs their culture and
life, tells about the tribes inhabiting
territory of our country before
occurrence of the Ancient Russia.

•• How has happened resettlement of Slavic tribes?

•• How occurrence of the

Slavic alphabet has united
all Slavic world?

•• What information on this

topic you can find in chronicles
and other ancient sources?
Well, read this book and you will discover the wonderful world of Slavs!

What Soviet people have
been fighting for

Great Patriotic War was a real tragedy for millions of Soviet citizens —
Russians and Jews, Belarusians and
Ukrainians. Unbearable labor, violence, famine, camps burned with
the villagers, endless ditches with
the bodies of the executed. The occupiers spared no infants, women
or old people. It was not an accident, it was not madness and thirst
for blood, it was a pre-designed
system of destruction and enslavement of the people of our country.
This book, based on the documents
of the Nurnberg Process, and
secret documents shows all the
tragedy of Great Patriotic War and
describes a heroic feat of the Soviet
people during this terrible war.
Rights sold to Vetnam

•• What was the social origins

and experience of Navy officers?

•• How many officers of the Russian navy

have died during the World War I and how
many of them during the revolutions?

•• What was the reason of the revolu-

tionary mood of the sailors?
Numerous tables with the characteristics of the
Russian and the Soviet navy, as well as photographs
of navy during World War I and the Great Revolution,
presented in the book, make battles bright and visual.

K. Nazarenko, D. Puchkov

S.Samchenko, D.Puchkov

Russian Arctic: ice, blood
and flames
352 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1397-2
In this book, the military historian
Svetlana Samchenko, reveals all the
secrets about the ships that furrowed
the territory of the Arctic, their creation,
construction and great discoveries
that were made on the first wooden
schooners, and then on nuclear icebreakers. “Zarya”, “Diamond”, “Yermak”,
“Arctic”— all these ships of unusual
design and fate, participants of the wars
faced the last battle with the kilometer
ice of the Arctic. Archival sources,
meetings with sailors, eyewitnesses of
those events and their descendants,
study of maps and schemes allowed
the author to make a deep analysis
of the development of the Russian
Arctic at the turn of XIX-XX centuries.
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The True Story of

JOSEPH STALIN

The origin of the Slavs is one of the most topical and
complex issues of modern historical science. These
books are real scientific bestsellers!

E. Anisimov

History of Russia from Rurik
to Putin. People. Events. Data.
Special Fourth Edition
592 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-00068-0
In this book, written by E. Anisimov,
a famous historian and writer, winner
of Antsiferov Prize, you will not find
the boring facts and faceless historical
characters. The book has an original
structure, along with a consistent,
chronological exposition of the history
it consists of different categories:
“People”, “Events”, “Dates”.
Each page of the book is devoted to
a specific historical event, famous
person, or significant date. This
book will entice everyone!
Rights sold to Poland,
China

History of Russia.

PEOPLE
EVENTS
DATA

A.Kazakov

The Fox from North.
Big Strategy by Vladimir Putin
368 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1600-3
Vladimir Putin has been criticized of having no strategy and certainly no ideology
for twenty years. But is it true? No! Putin
becomes more and more illegible over
the years, but he has a strategy and not
a simple one, but very sophisticated.
And of course his strategy is historically
conditioned, turned to the future, and
which itself is a strategic weapon in the
global confrontation. The author of this
book attempted to characterize Putin in
the most intimate way - in a big strategy.
He tries to understand the ideology from
Putin’s statements and his political gestures, from his words and steps, because
in modern times there is no place for
a straightforward ideology. Nevertheless,
it seems that the author managed to give
an answer to those who claim that our society has no ideology at all. Read this book
and you will understand that it’s not true!
Rights sold to Japan

V. Korovin

Geopolitics and
presentiment of war.
Strike on Russia

A Gromov

The author of the books, the president of the Academy
of DNA Genealogy, professor of Harvard and Moscow
State University and professor of the USSR Academy
of Sciences, Anatoly Klesov, recreates a picture of the
ancient world on the basis of deciphered fossil DNA. By
using the latest scientifically confirmed data, the author
explains in detail how the Slavs appeared and where is
their home, who belongs to the genus of modern ethnic
Russians and why population genetics falsify history.
Read this book and immerse into the world of amazing
discoveries!

Stalin. The price of success,
the phenomenon of
propaganda

288 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0494-9

464 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0853-4

This book is a warning of World War
III. Will Russia be able to prevent the
impending disaster? Could “color
revolution” happen in Russia? Who is
trying to undermine the political situation in the regions of the country?
Authority of Russia has been growing
rapidly in the international scene,
but opponents are acting more and
more aggressively. In this book, the
author describes various scenarios
of how events may unfold and
claims that the death of mankind is
predetermined if the world doesn’t
decide to move towards to more fair
and rational world order.

The Stalin era still attracts an
interest among people. How was
“public opinion” formed, and how
new ideology was implemented
into the mass culture? Why did
millions of people believe Stalin, but
did not believe each other? What
was the uniqueness of his propaganda machine? Stalinist propaganda
influenced not only the present and
the future, but also the past, modeling it, presenting it as a gloomy and
terrible, compared with the only one
road to a bright communist future.
The book by a well-known historian,
winner of a lot of awards, Alex Gromov, is devoted to the era of great
achievements and great tragedies,
as well as to the propaganda, which
still capable of influencing the
minds and feelings of people.

NEW
KIND OF
political

journalism

Vovan, Lexus

Vovan and Lexus.
For whom the phone rings
288 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0660-8
All the European mass media again began to speak about Vovan
and Lexus after their sensational prank an excruciating 18-minute
phone call with Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson as Prime
Minister of Armenia Pashinyan and their telephone calls with
the President of European Commission Jean-Claude Junker and
with the Vice-President of the Commission Federica Mogherini.

A. Klesov

A. Klesov

400 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1244-9

400 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-312-1

DNA genealogy of the
Slavs: origin and history

DNA genealogy of the
Slavs: new discoveries

The authors don’t do an ordinary telephone jokes, as it may seem.
They create an absolutely new exclusive genre of journalism
“prank- journalism”. They are not just joking during their pranks,
they also receive significant and secret information. They became
famous worldwide in 2015 after their hoax call to British singer
Elton John as the Russian President Vladimir Putin.
A few days later Sir Elton John had received a personal
phone call from the President Vladimir Putin apologizing
for a prank call. Politicians worldwide are afraid
of telephone calls from Vovan and Lexus.
In this book, Vovan and Lexus will reveal the dark side of the
international politics and the secrets of leading politicians.
Rights sold to Vietnam, Slovakia, Czech Republic
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Armen Gasparyan

A. Gasparyan

War after the Victory.
Bandera and Vlasov:
conviction without
statute of limitations
240 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0346-1

Armen Gasparyan
is a famous Russian journalist,
radio host, writer. He is an
author of many books about
the history of Russia of the
20th century, special expert of
various programs on Moscow’s
radio, consultant of the documentaty films of “Channel One
Russia” and “Russia-1” channels.
Armen Gasparyan is a member
of the Russian Military
Historical Society, member
of the Society of Study of the
History of Russian Intelligence
Service, member of the Union
of Russian Writers and of The
Union of Journalists of Russia.

A_GASPARYAN

A. Gasparyan

Lies of Pospolita
192 рages .* ISBN: 978-5-4461-0806-0
Today, Russian-Polish relation can be called warm
and strong. Polish government constantly argues
about the “Russian threat” and “insidious plans of
Putin”, but diligently avoids uncomfortable questions about their own actions. And there were a
lot of such actions in the XX century. But if Moscow
does not refuse to discuss the Katyn massacre or
The Treaty of Riga, Warsaw categorically denies
the mass death of the Red Army soldiers in the
Polish camps, the destruction of the churches of
the Russian Orthodox Church and its participation
in the Holocaust. The new book by the well-known
journalist, historian and writer Armen Gasparyan
is devoted to those pages of history, which Poland
doesn’t want to remember. But they are the basis,
elevated to the rank of state policy of Russophobia.
Rights sold to Czech Republic, Slovakia

A. Gasparyan

Russian Counter-Revolution.
The White from Rostov to Paris
304 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0567-0
The Russian Counter-Revolution. The White Guards.
In all the history of Russia in the twentieth century,
there is no more mythological theme. Who are they?
Genuine heroes, or robbers and murderers? People
who showed military prowess, or war criminals? Both
images are far from reality. The clear and familiar
history of the civil war turns into a completely
unknown history of the Russian Counter-Revolution.
What did government of the White really want?
How they managed their territories, build relations with the church, organize the anti-Bolshevik
movement and find allies through foreign forces?
The new book by the famous journalist, historian
and writer Armen Gasparyan is dedicated to the
anniversary of the Russian counter-revolution.

The author of this title, brings up
a complicated issue — revival of
Nazism and nationalism in the
post-Soviet Union area. What is
the reason of this phenomenon?
May be because youngsters have
never faced with the war? Or in
the tensions between nations?
Or each party follows their own
interests? If you want to know the
future, you should look into the
past. Armen Gasparyan, author
of this book, decided to introduce
to readers, especially younger
ones, the history of the Vlasov’s
and Bandera’s movements, as
well as modern followers of
their ideas. According to the
author, their history will become
definitively past, when we will
examine and learn lessons from
the events of the past. Until that
happens, it will not be the past, it
will be our’s reality. Look at what
is happening now in Ukraine.

A. Gasparyan

1941-1945. The True Story of the
War
352 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0493-2
Terabytes of information were written and
said about World War II, but are you sure that we
know all the truth about this tragic page of our
history? Recently it has become really popular
to circulate all sorts of myths, and for readers
it becomes increasingly difficult to understand
what actually happened during this terrible War.

•• Whether the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact
caused the outbreak of the war?

•• Is it true that our army was unwilling to fight for Stalin?

•• What was the Nazis propaganda?
•• What are the losses actually suffered by our country?

Rights sold to Slovakia, Czech Republic

A. Gasparyan

Operation “Trest”. Spy route
“Moscow-Berlin-Paris”
352 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0372-0
Operation “Trest” is one of the most successful
operation in the history of various actions of
the Soviet Union intelligence services. About
this famous operation had been written a
novel and filmed one on the most famed film.
But are you sure, that you know
everything about the extensive
and painstaking work carried out
by the Soviet KGB, established in
circles of white emigration? A large
number of documents relating to
this operation, still have the mark:
“top secret”. Recently, however,
historians have gained access to
new declassified archives. But what
was in these archives: answers to
the questions or new secrets of this
mysterious operation? The author
reveals the story of the operation
“Trest”, by using already known and
newly discovered facts, and explains
to the readers the true picture of
this famous operation.

A. Gasparyan
D. Kulikov, G. Saralidze

Chiefs and leaders.
How it was?
224 рages.*
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1032-2
The history of the 20th century
rewrote not just once and that’s
why it is not easy to understand the role of personality
in history. Who determined
the course of historical events
and manage the fate of the
citizens of the country? Who
was an outstanding leader,
and who was “bloody tyrant”?
What circumstances, social
forces and personal qualities
allowed them to reach the
leading positions? In this book,
historian Armen Gasparyan,
political analyst Dmitry Kulikov
and radio host of “News FM”
Gia Saralidze talk about leaders. Vladimir Lenin — is he the
great leader, or a great manipulator? Felix Dzerjinski — is he a
faithful knight of the revolution
or he is a cold blooded executioner? Find the answers to
the most important questions
about the most powerfull
leaders of Russia in this book!

A. Gasparyan, D. Kulikov, G. Saralidze

The Russian Revolution.
How it was?

224 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1025-4
The authors of this title debunk the theories
and myths about the Russian Revolution,
its prerequisites and consequences. The
World War I, the February and October
Revolutions, collectivization and industrialization — these events formed the new
political, social, economic and cultural life
of the country. Was there a real alternative to revolution in the minds of society?
Why the topic of foreign intervention was
forgotten? How to build an economy in
a new socialist society? Read about all
these facts in this fascinating book.
A. Gasparyan, D. Kulikov, G. Saralidze

Echo of war. An inconvenient
truth
224 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1033-9
There are a lot of different myths
about World War II and its consequences: from the Soviet-German
non-aggression pact to the Cold War
era. Which ones are true and which
ones are just ridiculous stereotypes?
The authors will discuss the most
important events of the World
War II, and will tell where does the
truth end and the lies begin.
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Nikolay Starikov

Nikolay Starikov
is a historical and political
writer working and living in Saint
Petersburg, Russia. Starikov
undoubtedly can be called an
active social and political figure.
He is a jewel in a crown of
Russian modern non-fiction
authors with a unique view and
personal opinion. Most of his
books became bestsellers with
a lot of awards. Starikov focuses
on Russian history, its interrelations with other major countries
in the world today and through
the past centuries. Starikov’s
aim is to trace patterns of
events happening around
us and influencing our lives.
He introduces various facts
to the reader, explains them
and provides evidence.

WWW.NSTARIKOV.RU

N. Starikov

Who set Hitler against Stalin
368 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-00332-2

N. Starikov

N. Starikov

Hate. Chronicles of
The Russophobia

Chaos and Revolution. Second Edition

352 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0822-0

Six years have passed since the first edition of this
book was published. But the topic, described in
the first edition, unfortunately, became even more
topical. Chaos spreads throughout the Middle East,
war in Syria, war in Ukraine, millions of refugees have
flooded Europe. A lot of things happened within
this 6 years, but only one thing remains unchanged:
the essence of the events that are taking place.
Chaos and revolution are not just satellites of the
struggle of the dollar, USA and the Western world
for hegemony in the world: they are the tools of
this struggle now. The main target for the attacks
today is Russia. And this is because we have a weak
place. This place is the Russian elite, or rather, the
pseudo-elite, which is too closely tied to the West and
is oriented toward it. All the defeats of the twentieth
century were connected with this. Therefore, the
time has come for the emergence of new names,
parties, ideas. The stage of simple preservation of
Russia has come to an end. There has come a stage
of forward movement, and restoration of power.

Why West doesn’t like Russia? We were
the part of the Great Empire, we were
Communists, we were Democrats — but
all the times the West hated us. Where
did this hatred come from? The author of
this book will reveal unknown pages of
relations between Russia and the West:
How British Queen flirted with a Soviet
sailor? Why Poles used to kill Russian
soldiers and why they destroy the monuments of Soviet soldiers? Why does the
United Stated makes the coups in the
countries of the third world? Economic
and political sanctions, boycotting of
sports and cultural events, the formation
of a negative image of Russia. Destroyed
Orthodox Churches, burned villages,
martyred prisoners of war. This is Hate!..
Rights sold to Czech Republic, Slovakia

369 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0511-3

This book will tell you who stirred
Hitler into his suicidal decision to attack Stalin. It will tell you who were the
real godfathers of the worst catastrophe in the history of Russia that went
off on June 22, 1941. You will learn who
gave money to Hitler and his party,
helping the Nazis to power. Revealed in
this book is the real reason behind the
Nazi regime — aggression against the
USSR to correct a previous blunder of
Western intelligence that had led to
Bolshevism in Russia. Abundant
evidence cited in this book helps trace
the whole logic of events starting from
September 1919 up to June 1941. The
reader will emerge enlightened about
who were the true preachers and
masterminds of Second World War,
and who must share responsibility
with the Nazi for their hideous crimes.
Rights sold to Germany, Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, Slovakia

N. Starikov

N. Starikov

416 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-00464-0

176 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-02406-8

The fall of the Russian Empire in 1917
was not a fortuity as well as the Soviet
Union collapse. In both cases strong
external power initiated the process
using fools and scoundrels that has
ruined their own country for money.
There are still more questions than
answers regarding this part of history.
February 1917 was the beginning of
the Russian catastrophe of the 20th
century. This book will help you to know:

What is the main deficiency of the
twenty-first century? Time. Now
it’s time of Twitter and SMS. In
this book, Nikolay Starikov tried
briefly to convey to the reader the
meaning and the essence of what
is happening today in our country.

1917. Clue of “Russian”
Revolution

•• Why did Nicholas II and his
brothers renounce the
throne so easily?

•• Who and how did organize Lenin’s
train traveling to Russia?

•• Why did the British spy Oswald
Rayner make a control shot
in Rasputin’s forehead?

•• Why did Russian Provisional

Government pay revolutionaries
travel costs that wanted to depose it?

Rights sold to Romania

Laconicism: Politics.
Power. Society

TIME is the MAIN
deficiency
of the 21st century

Themes are serious: Politics.
Power. Society. Would you call
it laconicism. You can name
it — the first Twitter-book about
politics. Perhaps, this format
will help someone to “get
involved” in the harsh reality,
which begins to knock at our
life struggles, if we ignored
this reality. And the blows of
this reality are very painful to
be completely unprepared
for it. So, welcome to reality!
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A. Ilin

Russophobia. With a foreword
by Nikolay Starikov
320 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0808-4
What is Russophobia? It seems that everyone
know the answer to this question. West are
afraid of Russia. And they do everything to
support this fear, even without any special
reason on our part. However, everything is
not so simple. From this book you will find
all the answers to the following questions:

•• Why West really need Russophobia?
•• How Western politicians use it
for their own purposes?

•• What anti-Russian myths they create?
E. Norin

•• And why has Ukraine and the former union
republics recently joined this process?

V. Marchenko

The Afghan rift. The origins
of world terrorism. With
a foreword by Nikolay Starikov
256 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0539-7
The author of this book, retired lieutenant colonel, took part
in the military operation in Republic of Afghanistan, where
he commanded the intelligence group. He was awarded
by two Orders of the Red Star, the Order Red Banner of
the Republic of Afghanistan and 19 medals. Based on
his personal experience and genuine knowledge of the
situation in the region, he suggests to look at the events
in Afghanistan in 1979–1989 from the point of view of
modern geopolitics. In Afghanistan, the monster of modern
international terrorism was created. The Soviet Union
and the United States, socialism and capitalism clashed
there. What exactly happened in Afghanistan? Why did the
USSR introduce military forces to this region and for what
did our military fight there? The book “The Afghan Rift”
answers to these and other difficult questions. And without
answers to them it is impossible to understand what is
happening today in the Middle East, where Russian military
are battling with terrorist, and where US military, not so
obviously as then in Afghanistan, but opposed to them.

Under the banner of democracy. Wars
and conflicts on the ruins of the USSR
288 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0561-8
After the swift collapse of the Soviet Union,
almost in each of its former republics, the
government faced with the fact that national
and religious minorities live on the territory
of the republics. And almost everywhere the
government tragically missed the opportunity to
compromise with its own minorities. The result
has been numerous armed conflicts. Karabakh,
Transnistria, Abkhazia and South Ossetia —
a partial list of areas where spilled blood. Why it
has happened? Why such a huge country swiftly
split into disparate countries, where people
started to kill its fellow citizens? You will know
about these facts, as well as what happened in
Russia after the collapse of the Soviet Union from
the book of famous military historian E.Norin.

G. Bobrov, D. Puchkov

Lost souls. Sniper in Afghanistan
352 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0988-3
This book by Gleb Bobrov is a rare, and
perhaps the only case in the modern
Russian literature, when the war in
Afganistan described according to the
feelings and emotions of the soldiers.
This is a collection of the stories about
this war, about the life of the soldiers
with all the fears and dangers. The
book is not for the faint of heart. But
if you want to feel the emotions of the
real war — then you should read it!

B.Kovalev

The Spanish Division — an ally of
the Third Reich. 1941-1945
480 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1637-9
In the Great Patriotic War, hundreds of
thousands of soldiers and officers from
European allied countries of Hitler’s
Germany: Hungary, Italy, Finland, Romania
fought against the Soviet Union. And from
Spain, which did not officially participate
in the war. Spanish “Blue Division” arrived
on the Eastern Front in October 1941, until
August 1942 was based in Novgorod and
its environs, and from where was thrown
near Leningrad, where it took part in bloody
battles with the Red Army. The persistent
resistance of the Spanish “Blue Division”
soldiers in the winter of 1943 made it
impossible to lift the blockade of Leningrad
a year earlier. The book uses archival
documents, diary entries and memories
of Spanish volunteers, Soviet soldiers and
residents of the occupied territories, as well
as scientific works of foreign researchers.
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V. Bagdasarian

Anti-Russian historical myths
384 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02325-2
In this book you can find seventy most common anti-Russian historical myths, popular
in the information space. Each of them is
thematically related to the specific chronological periods of Russian history. Among
them, such myths as the myth of the Norman
Conquest, about pagan Russia and Christian
conspiracy, about ancient Russia as a part of
the Ukrainian State, about total terror
of Ivan the Terrible, about Lenin as
a German spy, about the preparation of the
strike of USSR in Germany, about disproportionate losses of the USSR during the Second
World War, the myth that Gagarin is not the
first spaceman, and many others.
The author of the book made
a weighted analysis of the evidence, exposing
these myths and contributed to the restoration of the historical memory of the people.

V. Bagdasarian

World under the sight
of revolution
384 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02312-2
2017 was the year of the 100th
anniversary of the Russian Revolution,
which has shocked the world.
It seemed that war and the revolutionary coup
are things of the past. But only after many years
it becomes clear that the events in the USSR in
1991 were a revolution too. Now, we can see new
waves of revolution in the post-socialist world:
the events of the “Arab spring” and “Evromaidan”.

•• What is the “color revolutions”?
•• Why the ideologist of the color revolutions,
Gene Sharp, shows us the false trail?

•• What are the consequences

of such “color revolution” for Russia?
You will find answers to these
and many other questions in this interesting book!

P. Gubarev

Novorossiay’s Flame
416 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02041-1
In the basis of people’s rebellion against
the Europeanisation with the feels of new
“Banderovshina” are the great, noble ideas.
Here, in the Donbass, in the noise of the battle, appeared the great Russian project — our
answer to the global plans of the slave owners.
The image of the great future for our people.
And despite that it remains just an idea right
now, but it will happen one day. Novorossiya
will become part of Russia, and Russia itself.

•• How revolution started in Donbass?
•• Was there a “terrible hand of Moscow”?
•• What happened with the project of Novorossiya?

•• And what needs to be done?
The answers to these questions you will
find in this sincere and fascinating book.
Rights sold to Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Germany

A. Gasparyan

S. Uralov

208 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0707-0

384 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02073-2

Denazification of Ukraine. Country
of unlearned lessons

This title shows us what does the denazification program looks like, and describes the historical experience of conducting this process
in Germany in the post-war years. The events
that happened in Ukraine in February–March
2014, often still misunderstood. The author
believes that it was not a revolution of dignity,
but the establishment of a dictatorship of
Ukrainian nationalists. Ukraine overtook
Third Reich in many aspects, especially in the
level of mass hatred and hysteria. And first
of all, because Hitler had scarce resourses to
lead people into deception.

Two capitals: How economy brings
Russia to the war
Russia is rapidly moving to the revival of
national sovereignty and national identity.
But in the “Washington consensus” Russia
plays a role of peripheral economies, which
must follow the rules of development
dictated by the IMF, WTO and other
regulators of the global economy. Before our
eyes unfolding large-scale conflict between
Russia and United States. Could this conflict
lead to a new world war, pulling in more
and more participants? The author of the
book, Semen Uralov, who has repeatedly
been in various “hot spots” of the Eurasian
space, reveals to the reader the essence
and meaning of events and explains that
Russia should do, to not to lose in this war.

G. Filimonov, N. Danyuk, M. Yurakov

The Coup

480 рages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02505-8
The world has entered in a new phase of the struggle
for world domination. The war in Syria, the creation
of the Ukrainian crisis, ISIS, as well as information and
currency wars, economic crises, are the components
of the hybrid technology, aiming at creating a new
world order. Managed wars and revolution “exported”
anywhere in the world to put pressure on competitors. The spearhead of the attack is directed at Russia.
West clearly shows that they want not just to change
the policy of the Russian Federation, but also want
to change the regime. What Russia should do in such
situation? Forewarned is forearmed. This book is devoted
to describing the technology of coups and disclose the
main motivation for the creators of such scenarios. It will
help readers to understand what is happening in the
world today, and how to struggle with the coups.
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This is an art
AVAILABLE
TO EVERYONE!
E. Ioltukhovskaya

Painting by dots. Original decoration technique
128 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0298-3
This book is dedicated to the original method of decoration a variety of
surfaces — dot painting, or point-to-point. Amazingly it can give new life
to a variety of subjects: utensils, furniture, jewelry, and even computer accessories. The most ugly thing can serve as a wonderful art object: beauty
box, beautiful bottle shapes, plate, diary, computer mouse — all these
will get a bright outlook, you need only to put in a little work and imagination. A fragmented dishes, for example, can be easily turned into unique
service. To learn how to do spot painting, you do not need special skills
and art education. It is an art available to everyone. So, you just need to
acquire some material and begin to decorate your life with bright colors.

E. Ioltukhovskaya

Batik for beginners. Master Сlasses of silk
hand-painting
128 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01567-7
The book is dedicated to the old art of silk painting — batik. The author provides readers with the useful information about what they need to start work
in this technique, what materials and tools they need. In this brilliant book you
will also find the basic techniques of craftsmanship and illustrated step-by-step
master classes, demonstrating how to make unique things and accessories:
postcards, pictures, cushions, scarves or stoles. Master classes lead readers
from the basics of painting to the quite sophisticated products, but thanks
to the gradual development of these tips, painting by this amazing batik
technique, even the most spectacular works, will be not too difficult. With this
book, every reader will be able to create unique style in clothing and interior.

E.Kononova

Dream dolls: patterns and master classes
80 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-485-2
Nothing affects a person more like a word! It makes us laugh, turn mountains and
reach our goals. Or it can plunge us into deep sadness, make us lose our strength,
and sometimes even ourselves. Power NLP is a set of the toughest and most dangerous methods to control people’s behavior and now it’s available to everyone. The
most common methods of power NLP are used by those from whom we least expect
it: our friends, relatives, and just strangers. But they are not aware of the remote
consequences of this type of communication. After studying the techniques and
models of hidden manipulations, you will see exactly how words affect you, and from
now you will be able to defend yourself! This book is recommended to everyone
who wants to learn how to manage the behavior and motivation of people, as well
as to protect yourself and your loved ones from the negative of people around you.

Ya. Mironova

CatsWisdom. Coloring for adults and children
48 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-02514-0
Ya. Mironova

Coloring-zendudl. CatsTherapy
48 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01836-4
Once upon the time, the world was black and white. It was a complex pattern - daedal and incredibly beautiful. But then things changed, because
suddenly they came — cats. Welcome to the universe of the cats! Exquisite
and lazy, playful and haughty. And once they asked to add color. Pick
up pencils and feel like a creator of a new world! Follow cats — and find
tranquility and peacefulness. It is the best anti-stress tool and source
of inspiration for everyone who wants to make this world bright!
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D. Puchkov

D. Puchkov

208 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-0887-9

272 рages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0490-1

Fire, firewood and meat

All of us know that most men prefer
to eat meat. What can be better
than joint festive dinner with relatives
and friends? In many countries it is
a part of national culture. A moment of unity.
And moreover, the calendar offers
enough reasons for this. Recipes for every
taste and season are collected in this book.

Moonshine
This fascinating book is the real history of Russian
alcohol. This comprehensive chronicle of our nation,
who loved, made and respected moonshine as an
authentic Russian product. From this title readers will
learn about the different alcoholic beverages — how
they were made, when appeared. We are really proud
of the traditions of our people, and with this book you
have an opportunity able to participate in their revival.
Information, which discloses on the pages of the book,
fully proves that the age-old Russian art of moonshine
making is undeniably one of such traditions. This title
provides many different recipes of moonshine. In this
amazing book you will find a lot of interesting facts
and pictures and with this title everybody will be able
to prepare alcohol. Enjoy this truly exciting book!
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Choose your food
and become healthy person!
K. Butova

A. Mamatov

How to treat and prevent edema, Active longevity.
varicosity, thrombosis and other Exercises for good
vein diseases
health, vigor
and immunity
288 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-499-9
Among all diseases of the cardiovascular
system, we always consider varicose
veins and venous thrombosis just an
aesthetic problem. But grids and sprockets
on the legs, which appear due to immobile
lifestyle, pregnancy or overweight, may
indicate a dangerous disease. From this
book, written by Ksenia Butova - vasular
surgeon and phlebologist - you will know:

•• How does our venous system work?
•• How do we recognize and prevent

S. Yazev

Universe. Journey through
time and space
224 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-4461-1245-6
The universe is one of the most
mysterious thing in our life. Scientists
throughout the world try to answer to
the most important questions about the
Universe. Despite of the fact that The Big
Bang theory was a real breakthrough in
science and allowed scientists to answer
to many questions about the origin of the
Universe, at the same time this theory
gave rise to new mysteries. The main
one among them is the cause of the
Big Bang itself. The second important
issue to which modern science doesn’t
have any answer is how space and
time appeared. According to different
researches, they were born together
with matter, energy. This is the result
of the Big Bang. But the time and space
must have any beginning. And with new
researches conducted in this direction,
the more questions arise from astrophysicists. And to find answers to them
is one of the main goals for the future.

M. Khors
M. Sovetov

Three keys to health.
Nutrition, cleansing,
hardening

M. Sovetov

Food according to the laws
of nature. The path to
natural nutrition

288 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-145-3

192 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-086-1

Mikhail Sovetov is a professional doctor with 12 years of experience in traditional medicine. He currently works
in the direction of naturopathy: heals
patients by changing their nutrition,
show them physical practices, and
also applies esoteric approaches.
From this book readers will learn
how to live in harmony with themselves and the world around them,
get rid of negative influence on your
health, how to use different types of
nutrition and will learn everything
about cleansing all parts of the body.
Healthy, effective cleansing and
hardening of the body — three universal keys to good health and a long
life in harmony with the outside
world. Use of all them, feel the life!

All of us, periodically make visits to
doctors. But are you sure that they
really interest in your nutrition,
diets and eating habits? Most likely,
it happens very rarely. Nevertheless, even for a person, who doesn’t
know a lot about the principles of the
functioning of the organism, it is obvious that nutrition is extremely important for well-being and health of
the person in general. The author of
this book shows what products contribute to the recovery and strengthening of the body, and which, on
the contrary, takes away strength
and leads to the diseases. He is sure
that good health and vital energy
can be provided only by natural
nutrition. Live according to the laws
of nature — and you will be healthy!

Slimness without diets.
Psychological techniques for
slimming and appetite control

A. Bodrova

Food for your character.
Choose your method for
a slim and beautiful body

288 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1565-5

192 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1126-8

Thoughts about food prevent you from
enjoying life, weight is not decreasing,
but only growing and you have tried
hundreds of diets. Is it about you? Then,
welcome to the course “Slimness without diets” by Mikhail Khors, an addictologist, clinical psychologist, and therapist.
Mikhail Khors treats tobacco, alcohol
and food addiction without pills and
injections. Minimum theory - Maximum
practice. From the book you will know:

We eat, drink, choose food according
to our psychotypes and habits. But
you should also consider the character
and natural individuality of the person,
if you want to have a slim and beautiful
body. By reading this fascinating book,
you will discover an absolutely amazing world of system-vector psychoanalysis, which has become a faithful
assistant to dietetics. Stop looking sadly at the scales or secretly dreaming of
meatballs and candy. There are no bad
methods and forbidden food — there
are different characters! From this
book you will understand that you can
lose weight not only by using different
diets. There are so many tools for it,
so you will be able to choose your own
method, according to your spirit and
charac ter. And moreover, this book
written in a fun and easy way and consist of only important advices. Enjoy it!

•• How to eat any food and lose
weight at the same time?

•• Why some people easily gain
weight while others do not?

•• Why diets don’t work?
And after reading this book, you
will acquire new eating habits,
a positive attitude towards your
body and lose extra pounds.

diseases of veins and vessels?

•• What do pain, swelling and
cramps in the legs means?

•• What traditional and modern

methods of treatment will help
get rid of venous and vascular
pathologies once and for all?
Read this book and do not let varicose veins become a permanent
cause of health problems.

224 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-390-9
Alexei Mamatov is a recovery
doctor, neurologist, physiotherapist, osteopath and
chiropractor. In this book you
will find techniques, recipes
and exercises that helped
patients and numerous participants of author’s courses
to get rid of back pain, to normalize sleep, to strengthen
immunity and health. All you
need is a little free time and
space and a desire to act right
now! Follow advices from this
book and forget about pain!
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“Sugar man”. Everything you
ever wanted to know about
the first type of diabetes
192 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-0455-0
Diagnosis “first type diabetes” always comes
as a heavy shock to the person, who faced this
disease. This is a stress for each family, in which
this illness appears, because the diabetes
develops rapidly and requires lifelong use of
insulin injections. However, when you reach
a normal level of sugar in the blood, the
risk of complications diminishes. This title is
a concise and real visual guide on what steps
you need to take in order to make insulin
usage as effective as possible, and how to
prevent rising of blood glucose levels while
eating. In this book you will find a lot of useful
pieces of advice how to exercise safely and how
not to get scared of different life situations
such as pregnancy, stress, visiting the
restaurant, setting the insulin pump.

T. Zagorovskaia

Sweet life. Psychologist’s
advice on how to live
happily with diabetes
296 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-146-2
Diagnosis “diabetes” sounds terrible. You don’t
know that to do, when you hear these words,
and especially when you face with this disease.
It is very important to have support from your
family, friends or to have a person who can
explain you that life is not over, it is going on
and you need to find the strength to move
on too. After reading this book, written
by a psychologist, a person with diabetes,
you will overcome your fears and doubts
and realize that diabetes is not a ruthless
destroyer of personal and family happiness.
You will find a lot of useful adviсe in this
book. Read it and live at peace with yourself!
Rights sold to Czech Republic, Slovakia

Allergic school for moms

A. Bolshakova

Call the Milk Fairy! Advices
for nursing mother

192 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-068-7

224 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1113-8

Do you think that an allergy is incurable? You
are not alone, as most of those who once
faced this disease think. But the victory over
the allergy is absolutely possible. The author
of this book coped the allergy and decided to
write the book for everybody who suffer from
this ailment. A lot of adults and children follow
her methods and took the situation under
control. In her book, she explains step-by-step
algorithm for fighting against disease. From
this title you will learn how to: feed the child
(you will find a lot of recipes at the end of
the book); how to take care of his skin; how
to prepare your children to kindergarten
and school. Take advantage of these tips
and know: healing from allergies is real!

This book is full of useful
advice for nursing mother!
Here you will find a lot of answers to most
popular questions about breastfeeding,
including the benefits, challenges of nursing
mothers. The authors of this title,
well-experienced mothers and psychologists and pediatricians will disprove all
the myths that scare young parents
and will help to enjoy feed of your baby
without giving up the joys of life.

O. Dobrovolskaia, O. Khukhlaeva

Healthy sleep of your baby.
Practical tips and useful
sleepy tales
288 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-395-4
Every mother knows that healthy sleep is very
important for baby if it is difficult for a child
to sleep, if he wakes up at night or don’t want
to sleep during the day, if he is tired, whether
it is a baby or a schoolboy - this book is for
you. The authors of this book will help you
and your child sleep safe and healthy. In this
book you will find wide range methods for
healthy sleep and the schedule of day and
night dreams. Moreover, the authors will reveal
all the pros and cons of the sleep accessories
and will explain how to forget evening games
with gadgets or night feeding and other habits
that prevent healthy sleep. With this title you
will be able to create your own family rituals
that make it easier to fall asleep. Follow useful
advices from the author and forget about
problem with sleep! Enjoy your nights!

R.Buzunov, S.Cherkasova

How to get rid of insomnia? Healthy
sleep in 6 weeks
288 pages * ISBN: 978-5-4461-1568-6
A lot of people in the world suffer from different
sleep disorders, the most famous of which is
insomnia. Why is this problem so widespread, and
how can it be defeated? The authors of this title,
doctors Roman Buzunov and Sofia Cherkasova
explain the causes of insomnia, its effects on the
body, explain why insomnia medications should
be taken with caution, and tell you how to restore
sleep and get rid of insomnia in 6 weeks by following instructions of the first cognitive behavioral
sleep recovery program in Russia. You will be able
to fall asleep quickly, sleep without waking up, develop your own sleep mode, will learn how to relax
and leave daytime problems outside the bedroom,
and will enjoy positive mood and high performance. Moreover, by using the sleep diary you will
be able to monitor your progress. In the end of this
book you will find final recommendations that will
help you avoid the return of insomnia in the future.
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E. Bozhyev

Dr. Bozhyev recommend. How to
increase immunity and prevent
oncology
L. Savko

Hypertension. Causes,
prevention, treatment

L. Rudnitskii

Diseases of the eyes. Causes,
prevention, treatment

192 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-149-3

160 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-150-9

This is the book for the people, who have
the problems of raising the level of blood
pressure. It is not the title with boring medical words and imprecision. All necessary
information about hypertension and ways
of combating it is stated simply and clearly.
There are a lot of useful advice in this book,
and you will find important exercises almost
in every chapter, which will help to identify
the causes of the blood pressure and which
will help to create individual plans for the
correction of these problems. Follow these
advice and you will reduce the level of blood
pressure and will be able to keep it
under control.

Eye disease is one of the common diseases in our
life. Unfortunately, then we grow older, we get
not only knowledge, professional experience and
wisdom, but we also receive some diseases. And
one of such diseases is an eye disease. From this
book, by Leonid Rudnitskii, you will know how to
notice signs of illness, pick the correct method of
treatment and how to prevent these diseases.
Eyes are the “mirror of our soul”, keep them
healthy and be healthy!

96 pages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-474-6
This book reveals the secrets of a healthy lifestyle and
strong immunity. There you will find simple recommendations, which will help you to increase your
immunity without doctors to increase as well as know
a lot of things about the causes of occurrence, prevention and treatment of cancer and other diseases.

E. Bozhyev

E. Bozhyev

96 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-368-8

96 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-394-7

Every person moves a lot
during his life. And the mobility
of the person is carried out by
muscles, which helps bones in
our body to move. It happens
everyday through our life,
even during sleep. Moreover,
because of the muscles, we
see, hear, breathe, and blood
flows through our vessels. But
sooner or later all of us start to
suffer from pain in the muscles
and joints. It concerns almost
all people! And the most
interesting thing is that it is
possible to get rid of pain! You
can do it on your own in just
two minutes! And you don’t
need expensive medicines or
doctors. Just read this wonderful book and treat your joints!

The spine is the main part of
the axial skeleton of a person. It
doesn’t only take on all its weight,
but also is its basis. Therefore, the
importance of the spine in a person’s life can’t be overestimated.
Many problems and diseases of
the human body are associated
with disorders of the spine. From
this book by Dr. Bozhyev you will
know what is the spine, what is
its role in our body and how it is
connected to other organs. You
will read about the most common
problems of the spine in the context of self-healing.If you imagine
the structure of the disease, then
getting rid of it becomes much
easier. And the spine is not an
exception in this matter. You will
understand how everything works
and your life becomes much easier!

Dr. Bozhyev
recommends. How to
treat joints without
medical treatment

Dr. Bozhyev
recommends. How
to treat spine without
medical treatment

E. Bozhyev

E. Bozhyev

128 рages *
ISBN: 978-5-00116-299-5

192 рages * ISBN: 978-5-00116-114-1

Age is not the end.
Secrets of longevity from
Dr. Bozhyev

This is not an ordinary book on
medicine. This is a book about
one of the main important thing in
our life, about age. From this title
you will know how to live an active
life without drugs and doctors.
Age is not the end. Most of us
absolutely sure that if they are over
60, then they should, just obliged,
feel bad, get sick, drink drugs and
move with great difficulty. But
it’s not true! This book reveals
the secrets of preserving youth.
You will find here simple recommendations and tips, which will
help you to maintain health and
attractiveness for many years.

Book of Life. For everybody,
who has despaired to find
doctors who can cure
Everyone would like to know how to
keep the body in a good condition.
And everyone has a period in their
life when it sadly notes that the
body can no longer handle same
stress as ten years ago without any
consequences. But by reading this
title you will feel healthier again!
It is really possible, and even not
very complicated. Although, of
course, it will require certain efforts
on your part. From this book you
will know how our body works
and what to do to be healthy.
Moreover, this book reveals useful tips for getting rid of diseases
and be healthy in any age. Read
it and forget about your age!
Rights sold to Bulgaria
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D. Atlanov

Say goodbye to pain.
What your pain is
talking about?

Let’s move!

192 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-496-02529-4
There are two eternal companions
of man, who accompany him all
his life — this is pain and fear.
You should be able to talk and
communicate with them and
they will reveal you the real life.
Pain should be seen as a warning
signal, warning that something
is wrong with you. This signal is
extremely important for a person
to protect himself from external
and internal injuries. From this
interesting book you will know
what information carries pain,
how to correctly understand this
information and what to do to
protect your organism from pain.

Simple principles
of health

N. Kudryashov

Gymnastic of hyperboreans.
Healing vibration
192 pages * ISBN: 978-5-459-00369-7
This book is about the ancient culture of the movement hyperboreans,
who once lived in the center of North
Pole. Gymnastics hyperboreans is of
great interest from the point of view
of its wonderful, mysterious health
properties. After reading this book,
you will learn a lot about yourself
and about your body. You will understand the true origins of health, wellbeing, you will gain an experience
of body vibration and bodily wave. It
will help you to reach the good level
of your body сonditions, and then to
go further — to become a new man.
While doing a set of simple exercises,
you will have a wonderful ability
to heal not only yourself but also
others. Let us not forget the ancient
truth: “Movement — that’s life.”
And then we will open
a new unseen horizons!
Rights sold to Poland

G. Garbuzov

Dysbacteriosis. Treatment
and prevention
without medicine. Second
edition
224 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-459-00995-8
The author of this book —
G. Garbuzov is a healer and
scientist from Sochi. Do you know
that the main cause of most
diseases is the malnutrition? The
author believes that healthy food
is the core of the future health of
humanity. In this amazing book
you will find a lot of recipes for
the treatment of dysbiosis and
disease that it causes — from
diabetes to cancer. Each reader
will be able to find here something really useful advice that can
help them and show how to cope
with many diseases, the cause for
which is one — dysbacteriosis.
Rights sold to Poland

A. Dakhovsky, N. Stogova

Metabolic disorder
144 pages *
ISBN: 978-5-91180-302-5

Diseases of the endocrine organs
are extremely widespread in our
time, due to the unfavorable ecological situation and the characteristics of modern life. But
endocrine diseases never test
in isolation: the failure of one
link leads to discord in the whole
body! Therefore, metabolic diseases still remain a serious medical problem, although there are
a lot of the ways to deal with
them. This book gives you advice
on self-treatment of diseases of
the endocrine organs, contains
recipes of traditional healing, therapeutic diets and the
principles of pre-hospital medical
care in case of emergency.
Rights sold to Poland

S. Choyzhinimayeva

Tibetan medicine: unity of body, brain
and soul. About wind illnesses, bile
and slime
224 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-01364-2
This book of Svetlana
Choyzhinimaeva, the doctor of Tibetan medicine,
narrate about the principles of healing in Tibet.
It’s a cornerstone of the philosophical concept of
three types of human constitution: wind, bile and
phlegm. Proper diagnosis of the disease in this
typology allows to assign an effective treatment,
choose the optimum power and adjust the patient’s lifestyle. And finally cure the disease, harmonize the human organism. More than 300,000
people have already recovered their health with
the help of Tibetan medicine. This book is topical
for the all the readers, it is expanding human
horizons in the eternal quest for self-knowledge.
Rights sold to Latvia, Bulgaria

Boris Bolotov
without reason called Ukrainian
magician! Bolotov is one of the most
significant modern scientists.
He is a chemist, physicist,
biologist, the author of more
than 600 inventions.
Boris Bolotov has given more
than 40 years of his life to
scientific research.
His understanding of human
physiology and disease healing is
a real breakthrough in the future.
In his books, huge reservoir of
scientific firmness combines with
simple and easy-to-understand
suggestions. All elaborations of
Boris Bolotov are notable for avaliability and constant effectiveness.

B. Bolotov

Person’s health in ill society
512 pages * ISBN: 978-5-496-00572-2
In this book you will find an
information about Boris
Bolotov’s discoveries, such as:

•• Treating cancer with heat - Vitamin “T”;
•• Degeneration of cancer

issues via regeneration;

•• Getting rid of diseases of

internal organs due to the
effect of Bolotov-Naumov;

•• How to safe heart according

to the essential energy laws.

Boris Bolotov’s recommendations simple
and accessible. Anyone will be able to
make enzyme preparations and other
medicines to recover from the most severe
illnesses. Through this book, everyone
will be able to join his magic medicine
and wants to live according to Bolotov!
Rights sold to Latvia, Poland, Bulgaria
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